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Possible solutions underway

High, unexpected fall enrollment
causes severe housing shortage
BY Mil IS WILL
SUIT Writer
An "over-capacity in original dorm
•alignments" has put may students in
three to a room dorms this semester,
according to Jim Hutchinson, Director of
Men's Housing.
If the tripling of students in the rooms
becomes permanent it is possible that
those students will receive refunds on
their dorm rentals. This possibility was
recommended by Vice President for
Student Affairs Thomas Myers to
President Robert Martin, who might
authorise it.
Dr Martin said the University will ask
for approval from the Council on Public
Higher Education and the State
Legislature for permission to sell
revenue bonds for the financing of a new
dormitory, cafeteria, and natatorium
adjacent to Telford Hall.
Although the construction of any new
dormitory depends on getting the
necessary appn ival. Martin said he hopes
it can be done.
Because of the shortage of rooms,
students who will be 21 in the fall
semester may obtain permission from
the Dean of Men or Women to reside off
campus.
It is hoped that permitting students
who will be 21 during the semester will
ease the problem. Last year there were
1,030 students 21 or older residing on
campus. Myers said.
This year no private rooms are allowed
due to the shortage
Student Association president Jim
Murphy said the Student Senate will not
make any proposals on the situation for
two or three weeks, when llu cliinaon
said "everything should settle down."
Hutchinson said that Housing will
"try its best" to find somewhere else for
the third person in tripled rooms to stay.
He said that his office has been working
day and night to try and "get things
settled down."
Myers sent letters to students expected
to be tripled early this month. The letters
explained to them Eastern's increasing
enrollment and urged their cooperation
in assigning them three-to-a-room "on a
temporary basis."
Total enrollment for the fall semester
has exceeded 13,600 and 7.0M students
are presently residing on campus. Of
this figure, 4,184 are women and 2.910 are
men

Myers said an "unknown" number of
students reside off campus that would be
eligible to live on campus If they are fulltime students.
The University provides a total of 3,174
rooms and 6,349 beds, with Beckham Hall
accounting for the odd number of beds.
Mattox, O'Donnell, Keene, and Todd
and Dupree Halls have three beds to a
room. Almost all rooms in Mattox and
O'Donnell are triple rooms and two floors
in Todd and Dupree each have tripled
room assignments.

Students feel
lack of space
only problem
BY LOUS WILL
Staff Writer
Almost all students living three to a
room say they see no real problems in
their dorm residence, other than space
requirements.
John Brown, resident director in
Dupree Hall, said, "The students are
being real nice about it. Even the
parents have accepted it well (and) it
surprised me they accepted it as well as
they did."
Dupree Hall has only two floors that
are tripled.
Sharon Coppock, a graduate assistant
in Martin Hall, had a different point of
view. "We've had some parents who
seem to mind it (tripling) more than the
kids"
"Some of the parents complained
about their daughters living with blacks
or foreign students," Ms. Coppock said.
"Some of the students didn't want to
share their space, so we've had complaints about that alao."
Lisa Randolph, a Nursing major and
Martin resident, is optomistic about the.
situation. "It gives me somebody else to
talk to," she said.
John Mite and Ralph Suttle applied to
be roommates in Mattox and they say.
their third roommate is conscious of it.
"I think because he knows he is the third
man,.he feels uncomfortable here," Mixe
said.
In regard to showers or reslroom
(Continued on Page 16)

When the shortage became evident.
Housing began tripling men's room
assignments in Keene Hall. Five floors
there are tripled with extra students
residing on the thirteenth.
Burnam, Sullivan, Martin, and Case
also have triple room assignments. The
first three floors of Case and two floors in
Combs have triple rooms.
Almost all of Martin Hall has triple
rooms. The opening of Martin helped
ease the housing crunch for women
students but "won't completely satisfy
the situation," according to Mabel
Criswell. Director of Women's housing.
Estimates of the total enrollment increase here range from 500 to 1500. Dean
pf Admissions Charles Ambrose said an
increase of 1500 is possible this year
although "not likely."
An environmentalist at the Madison
County Health Department said the flood
of new bodies into the dorms would not
present a health problem unless
"adequate restroom facilities are not
available"
Most students in triple rooms said they
are having no problems with restroom
facilities although many did say they are
worried about "Just being able to take a
shower" when classes begin and many
people must wake up at nearly the same
time.
"Most of what we are doing is
guesswork," Hutchinson said. "We az*
constantly taking people in and moving
people out."
Hutchinson said this is because
Housing does not know how many
students will show up suddenly wanting
rooms, the "walk-ons," or how many
student that have applied for dorms wffl
not show up, the "no-shows."

First womaq to serve on Board pf Regents
BV DIANA TAYLOR
News Editor
Angie Taylor is the first woman to
serve on the Board of Regents in the
century of the school's existence.
She is also the only elected member
now sitting on the Board, having won the
Student Regent race last spring.
Her first major emphasis as Regent
was on obtaining transportation for law
enforcement students to the new complex. She launched a letter writing

campaign among the students requesting
a bus service and submitted the results to
President Robert R. Martin.
Martin announced at the Aug. 7 Board
' meeting that buses would be provided for
LEN students, with scheduling problems
to be worked out during the first few
weeks of cla
Taylor's impressions of her first two
Board meetings are somewhat mixed.
She said the Board members have been
"extremely cordial," but that there la not

It's no 'yolking' around for these two sophomore coeds as
they wheel their needed supplies into Walters Hall in
preparation for the start of the fall semester, they are Nikki

"Overall, our problem is not going to
be all that great," Hutchinson said.
If there really are 7,094 students on
campus, the Progress estimates that 46
percent of the total enrollment this year
resides off campus. This figure wee
determined by subtracting the total
number of students on campus from the
estimated total enrollment (13,000) and
dividing that figure by the tour''
enrollment.
Many students residing off campus
occupy apartments, mobile homes,
additions to or conversions in homes, and
even at least one hotel. One of the most
frequent gripes students gave about off
(Continued on Page 16)

Angie Taylor...
enough time for serious consideration of
business due to the fact that the members
do not receive the President's report
until immediately before the meeting
convenes.
Her background in student politics is
based mainly in the Women's Interdormitory Board. She served as its
president in 1974-75 and was president of
Keith Hall the prior year.
While president of Women's Inter
i Continued oa Page 14)
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Moving is no 'yolk'

Marasa, a Law Enforcement Major from Louisville
Emily Mulcahy, a Richmond Recreation major.

Buses will transport students
from coliseum to LEN complex
By JULIE HOYT
Staff Writer
Students began classes for the first
time today in the new Law Enforcement
Fire Science and Traffic Safety
center. Located on Lancaster Avenue,
the center was completed this summer.
Buses Will be provided for transporting
students to the center. According to
Robert E. Bagby, acting Chairman of the
Department of Police Administration, a
schedule has not been developed. The
buses will run from the Alumni Coliseum
to the center.
Parking facilities will be provided near
the center for students driving cars,
according to Robert W. Posey, dean of
the Law Enforcement College. "There
will be adequate parking for commuters
and students on campus who use their
own cars."
Currently, there is one completed lot
providing parking space for approximately 160 cars. Another 380 car
capacity lot is under construction and
near completion.
The four-story law enforcement center
has several new educational facilities
The addition of new equipment has made
possible changes and additions to the

course curriculum, as well as alterations
in the instruction methods used in
existing courses.
One such example is the Traffic Safety
Laboratory. This facility includes a new
driving range, complete with a skid pad
and simulated hazard situations. Driver
training machines, under the control of a
master machine, will be used in the instruction of students enrolled in the
driver training course.
"Driver training was offered in the
Begley Building, but not with the
facilities we have now," stated Posey.
He went on to explain that the course, as
taught previously, was not as complete
as the new program. "Where we are
now, the range is complete enough so the
situation is pretty realistic."
Hazard situations constructed on the
course include turning, stopping and
starting on a grade. The skid pad
simulates real-life situations when
automobiles go out of control.
Additional equipment in the traffic
laboratory is geared toward people
already working in the law enforcement
field. Officers are taught how to administer tests for alcohol using the
breathalyzer. Safety and legal aspects of

traffic control situations are also
stressed
A minor is now being offered in
criminalistics within the law enforcement college, along with a program
in forensic science geared toward
chemistry students Because of the new
criminalistics-forensic laboratory, new
courses have been added.
Posey cited
Introduction to
Criminalistics (LEN 301) as an example
of a course that will be improved because
of the laboratory. 'There will be an
opportunity to demonstrate to the class
here what we used to take them to Frankfort to see."
Located on the fourth floor ofthe law
enforcement center, the new laboratory
will be used to demonstrate fundamental
procedures related to the analysis of
criminal evidence. Photography is included because pictures are related to
evidence, according to Posey. "Certain
things are preserved better by
photography than by other means."
The laboratory also includes a serology
room used in blood analysis, an undergraduate research lab for individual
student projects, and a toxicology room
(Continued ea Page 16)

'If a person is convicted of selling drugs...
they're going to prison' says Chenault

Confinement more effective deterrent
By DIANA TAYLOR
News Editor
"If a person is convicted of selling
drugs to an undercover narcotics
agent, .they're going to prison."
Madison County Circuit Judge James
S. Chenault feels the actual physical
confinement involved in serving a prison
sentence is a more effective deterrent to
continued criminal action than liberal
probation on trafficking convictions.
Each case is unique, according to
Chenault. and there are no absolutes.
But his approach to trafficking convictions over the past five years has
become more "confinement oriented."
This approach applies to first offenders,
as well as repeaters.
People involved In selling drugs view it
as playing a game." Chenault said.
"Getting caught is part of the game and
when it results in probation, it makes the
offender think he Just has to be more
careful "

For this reason, Chenault has adopted
a rule when dealing with trafficking)
offenders. "If a person is convicted'of
selling to an undercover narcotics agent,
he has demonstrated that, first, he has a
reputation for dealing in the substance
and, second, he is dealing in drugs if he is
willing to sell to a stranger."
Chenault believes the drug problem is
different from any other form of criminal
activity and feels that often those involved in criminal acts are also involved
In drugs.
Chenault's comments come in the
wake of the arrests this summer of four
students who were charged with unlawful
traffic in a controlled substance.
Two of the four, Herbert J Woodruf
and Terry Lee Gronburg, were each
sentenced to serve one year in the
Kentucky State Reformatory in
LaGrange. Both were released after
serving 30 - SO days and placed on three
years probation. The remaining two are
awaiting trial.
The practice of granting probation

Attention Progress staff
P**t ■» am «v

Pooped from paperwork
One of the first lessons to be learned
for an incoming freshman is the
procedure for registration and for
Jody Dim it. a Law Enforcement

major from Marietta. Ohio, this
means a long bout with forms and a
possible case of writers cramp.

There will be a meeting of all editors
and staff writers today in the Progress
office at 4:30. Any student interested in
working for the Progress should attend
this meeting. This will be an Important
organizational session, so please be
there. The Progress office Is located on
the fourth floor of the Jones Building.
In the future, staff meetings will be

held each week on Mondays at 4 p.m. in
the office.
Interested students are
always welcome to Join the staff.
A student need not be a Journalism
major to work for the Progress The
newspaper needs bright, creative
students who are concerned about the
campus and student life at the University. Be a part of a vital activity on
campus; get involved in the Progress

after a person has served one or two
months is called "shock probation."
Chenault said the theory of the practice is
that the initial shock of being in prison
would cause the offender to be less likely
to commit the offense again.
He said it is questionable whether
"shock probation" is valid in criminal
rehabilitation.
On campus, drug cases are handled on
, an individualized basis according to
certain general rules. Initially, a report
is filed with the Office of Student Affairs,
alleging a students use or possession of
drugs.
.The office conducts an investigation
during which the student is informed of
the charges against him or her and of the
proceedings he or she faces.
The case is then taken before the
Student Disciplinary Board, composed of
faculty members, administrators and
two students. The student members do
not have voting privileges in deciding the
case.
If the Board votes for a conviction, the

sanction can be a reprimand, social
probation, dated or undate suspension
or expulsion.
Any student charged with a drug offense has the same rights given .the
defendent in any court proceeding: the
right to counsel, facing his or her accusers arid due process.
If the student chooses, he or she may
withdraw from school before the
disciplinary hearing. When such a choice
is made, or if the Board suspends or
expels the student, there is no guarantee
of readmission.
President Robert R Martin stated
recently that people who are convicted of
trafficking in drugs are not welcome
here. He feels that anyone Irving to
"make their way by selling drugs" has
no place at Eastern
Donald Smith, assistant dean of
students who handles most of the drug
cases on campus, said "Drug offenses
are violations of both the law and
university rules Offenders must answer
to both."
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Editorials

The Welfare State:
*

the brink of insolvency'?
It is usually very boring to
hear arguments against the
Welfare state
Critics of
Welfare, as do most critics of
school busing to achieve racial
integration, more often than not
provide empty arguments
which suggest no alternative for
improvement and serve
sometimes as disguises for
philosophies opposed to the
basic principles of freedom,
liberty and equality of opportunity that form the basis of
such programs as welfare and
busing.
That is why it is so refreshing
tojtear a voice cry out, almost
pom the wilderness, ■ that adits problems and the necessity
solutions, yet has a well
ough understanding of a
uatioti to perceive drawbacks
disadvantages. In other
ords, it's nice for a change to
bar from Someone Who
(pows.
Caspar W. Weinberger, until a
lew weeks ago the secretary of
palth, education and welfare,
elivered in July an address
fafore the Commonwealth Club
San Francisco and reprinted
: the August 17 Sunday
Louisville Courier-Journal t
hies. A shortened version of
e speech also appeared in the
jug us t 18 edition of N* wtwwk
agazine.
Perhaps more than any other
son in America, Caspar
einberger is qualified to speak
it the welfare state. As
ector for two years of the
rgest conglomerate of
eaucratic machinery In this
try, Weinberger had the
portunity to observe firstland the workings of the

benevolent monster we call
welfare.
The uncontrolled growth of
the welfare state, says Weinberger, "is quite literally
threatening to bring us to
national insolvency." The
rampage of the welfare state, he
says, is steadily diminishing
individual liberty at the expense
of -egalitarian tyranny."
If social programs continue
growing for the next two
decades at the same pace they
have in the last two, we will
spend more than half of our
whole gross national product for
domestic social programs alone
by the year 2000.
'Should that day ever come,
half of the American people will
be working to support the other
half," says Weinberger. A very
frightening view of the future,
indeed, especially if one expects
to be on the paying side of the
fence.
Weinberger maintains that
such a development would
mean the end of the free en-

terprise, capitalistic economy
we now have by the destruction
of incentive. With no incentive,
industrial growth will decline,
jobs will be lost, revenues will
shrink and the open arms of the
welfare state will be waiting.
Eventually, "we will have
destroyed, by inaction, the
system that has brought more
benefits to more people at home
and throughout the world than
any other system since
recorded history began," says
Weinberger.
The fiscal woes of New York
City are an example of Things
To Come and Things Already
Here, according to Weinberger.
It is...the propensity of welfare
states to spend beyond their
means, leaving the day of fiscal
reckoning
to
another
generation. The news today is
that we are that other
generation."
A new approach is needed to
welfare, says Weinberger, one
that l) would treat equally
everyone actually in need," 2)

provide realistic incentives to
work and eventually become
independent and 3) eliminate
the social engineering tendency
of the welfare state, or the
desire to manipulate the personal lives of welfare recipients.
The irony of the first point is
obvious.
In the name of
equality, we have erected a
system that creates more
inequality. We have traded a
society of Haves and Have Nots
for one of Those Who Pay and
Those Who Do Not.
The key to Weinberger's
thesis is that the principles and
philosophies underlying the
welfare state, that is, equal
opportunity
and
humanitarianism, are not being
questioned. What ha* been
found lacking is the system we
have devised to do the job. In
this case, the American consciousness has developed more
rapidly than our capacity for
solving the problems.
Part of the solution, says
Weinberger, is for Congress to
slop using social programs for
political vote-bait and draw the
line on spending.
Equally
necessary is a welfare system
that does what it is supposed to
do: provide for those in our
society who cannot provide for
themselves and. at the same
tim£ work toward eliminating
those factors which create the
need for welfare Including
illiteracy, discrimination and
unemployment.
At a time when our government so badly needs clear heads
on reponsible administrators, it
is particularly sad we are losing
such a man
as Caspar
Weinberger.

A single promise
This is the traditional back-toschool- editorial.
In it, the
Progress traditionally lauds the
return to school, encourages
everyone to "commit themselves to responsible goals in
the coming year" or some other
such claptrap and boasts that
the Progress will this year be
really different," i.e. better.
Ho-hum.
We decline the opportunity to
offer you any pretentions about
what to expect from the
Progress this vear. We make no
promises, save one:
to do"
the best Job possible.
If you're looking for intellectual muzak on the editorial
page this year, we sincerely
hope you will be greatly
disappointed. But we also hope
you will provide some of the
input. By making use of the
guest opinion forum and the

letters-to-the-editor, you can get
said what perhaps no one else
(including the Progress) Is
saying.
We expect no less of the administration this year than they
expect from us:
honesty,
openness, cooperation and
respect. It is sometimes difficult to take seriously administration criticisms of our
accuracy when officials are less
than candid and explicit oftentimes with our reporters.
We think what the
faculty has to say about an issue
is just as important as what we,
the student body or the administration has to say and we
nope the faculty will make use
of the opinion forums.
The Progress cannot possibly
know everything that is going on
at the campus at any given
time. We can However, know a
lot more of what's going on if
you will let us know what you

know.

Opponents have had their chance to stop ERA
['There is nothing so powerful
Man idea whose time has
Sine." someone once said.
prose, but not a dictum
it always holds true, we
ijbect. The current drive for
ratification of the Equal Rights
Amendment and the formidable
opposition movement is an
ewtllent example of an idea
wjSase t ime has come, yet seems
tdjfack the power to bring itself
Kfptucky is faced with the
distinct possibility of becoming
the third state to rescind its 1972
ratification of the ERA. Tennessee and Nebraska have
nlfeady gone back on their word
ire now engaged in disputes
I the legality of such action
Intruding the two doubt/uls, M
sflfes have ratified the
nt. Thirty-eight are
for the BRA to become
part of the UJJLConstitutlon
this summer, a legislative
eowmittee met in Frankfort to

1

hear arguments on the
rescission pro and con. The
committee is to formulate some
kind of recommendation to the
entire General Assembly when
it convenes in January.
Aside from the fact that
Kentucky may not legally be
able to take back its
ratification, what seems most
odd about this affair is that ERA
opponents, led by Mrs. Phyllis
Schlafly of Stop ERA. had their
chance in 1972 to prevent
ratification in Kentucky. Now,
they have demanded and
received a second hearing,
something we doubt pro-ERA
folks would have been given had
the General Assembly denied
ratification in 1972.
The question, at least for
Kentucky, is moot, for woman's
sake. Congress has paid no
attention to rescissions in the
past and the state Court of
Appeals, the highest court in
Kentucky, has said the

ratification must stick.
It would seem the anti-ERA
forces have somehow determined they have more hope of
stopping ratification by getting
as many states as possible to
rescind rather than concentrating on states where
ratification has yet been
decided.
The upcoming General
Assembly should refuse to
consider
proposals
for
rescission. The Court of Appeals ruling should stand firm.
If anti-ERA forces are as strong
as they claim, they can get what
they want through established
processes instead of complicating the issue with talk of
rescission that has absolutely no
legal basis.
It is embarrassing enough
that this is the year 1975 and that
in America, women are secondclass citizens under the law.
Even more embarrassing, to
the point of being unbearable,

wouki be for this country to
come so close to establishing
some semblance of se;<ual
equality and then lose It to
elements in our society who
would have us remain in the 18th
century.
Anti-ERA
groups
are
distorting
the
truth,
propagandizing and appealing
to the emotions of the public in
their efforts to preserve a sexist
society. Among other things,
they say the ERA would: force
women to fight in combat, force
both sexes to share public
facilities, force women to do
manual labor, relieve men of
responsibilities for family
support, forcing women to leave
their children and work to
support the family and thus
destroying the nuclear family,
the established order, the
American Way, the cosmos.
There is one word which sums
up the arguments against the
ERA. but our editorial policy

lobs and college: Paradox of the Seventies
We find ourselves caught in
thdjpiiddle of one of the greatest
Idoxes of the seventies.
Ireds. of students graduate
year from this institution.
[others just like it only to
fthey cannot get Jobs in the
lavtib for which they were
I framed. So. they end up frying
Iflaajfburgers or digging ditches.
|lNt> one can do without a

.U

We seem to be a nation of two
extremes: one that has little or
no education and cannot support
themselves, the other which is
over-educated and cannot find
the Jobs for which they spent
years of their life preparing.
Where is the happy medium ?
All over the country this
month and next, college
enrollments are skyrocketing.
Economists and educators alike

attribute a great deal of the
increase to the unavailability of
jobs.
Yet from a strictly
materialistic perspective, some
of us are obviously wasting our
time.
What, it seems appropriate to ask. has gone
wrong?
The answers do not jump out
of the air at us. Vocational
education was designed to help
solve part of the problem, but is

still too early to accurately
judge its effectiveness. Career
education is a new development
which sounds encouraging. In
any event, some re-thinking is
in order about the goals of a
college education, the real value
of a diploma, the catch-22's
inherent in our employment
system and what we propose to
do about such problems for the
sake of future graduates.

does not allow its use.
Among the things which ERA
ratification will insure are:
elimination of sexual barriers
that prevent able-bodied women .
from doing whatever type of
work they want, legal barriers
which deny women such rights
as the ability to get bank credit,
get loans, go into business for
themselves and so on.
At
present, these things are
privileges, sexual privileges
which should not exist.
The ERA would not end a

father's responsibilities to his
family. It would simply make
an income-earning mother Just
as responsible.
The ERA would not /orce
women to do anything. It would
allow them to do a lot of things
they now cannot.
We need the ERA, all of us;
not just men and women who
realize the necessity of sexual
equality, but also those of us
who will benefit from the ERA's
ratification whether we like it or
not.

Progress Letters Policy
Anyone In the university community Is
welcome to submit a guest opinion article to Ike Progress far publication.
Articles should be of a topical nature,
typed and double-spaced, between 7ealoon words and written in good English.
The editors reserve the right to reject
any article Judged libelous. slanderous or
in bad taste. Articles should be received
by the editors no later thin the Friday
before the date of publication. Be sure I*
Include you name, address and telephone
number.

letters to the editor are welcome. All
letter* must be signed, leu than tea
words and Include the addreas and
telephone number of the writer Address
all correspondence to:
Editor
The Eastern Progress
Fourth Floor, Jones Building
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Richmond, Ky. 4at7S

Member:
Associated Collegiate Press Association.
Columbia Scholastic Press Association.
National Newspaper Service. Kentucky
Intercollegiate Press Aisocialloa.
Represented lor national advertising by
the National Educational Advertising
Service. Inc., N.V.. N.Y.

University.
Advertising appearing la
this aewapaper la inteaded to help the
reader bay. Aay false or mlsleadiag
advertising should be reported to the
Business Manager. The Eastern
Progress, Fourth Fleer. Janes Building.
Second- clan peauge paid at Richmond.
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Published each Thursday daring the
regular school year except for vacation
and eiamlaatien periods at Eastern
Kentucky I'niversily by authority of the
Beard of Regents through the Student
Publications Board. Opinions expressed
herein are these of student editors or
ether signed writers. These opinions de

Any Interested student la welcome te Jabs
the staff of The Eastern Progress.
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Building. Anyone wishing te yasn she
staff aead simply attend a staff meeting
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American Dream turned nightmare
BY CAROL POLSGROVE
Guest Writer
In Robert Altman's latest
film,
"Nashville,"
the
American Dream has turned
into a nightmare.
The American Dream.
Success.
Fame.
Money.
Power. Sex. Making it.
A tousled country girl rides
into Nashville in a pickup truck.
She wants to be a singer.
A politician sends his loudspeaker van and his soft-spoken
PR man to Nashville. He wants
to be president.
They want to make it.
Like Barbara Jean, the top-ofthe-charts sweetheart of Nashville.
Barbara Jean has made it.
She is not the only one in

Nashville" who has made it. A
middleaged male singer shares
the top of the country charts
with her. But he is mainly a foil,
paling beside the powerful
mythic figure of Barbara Jean,
Altman's symbol of the
American Dream.
With her trailing white
dresses and her shattered mind,
Barbara Jean symbolizes the
basic innocence
of the
American Dream of Success.
Innocence—not the absence of
guilt, but the absence of
knowledge, of wisdom. The
innocent belief that if you have
fame, money, power... you will
be happy.
Barbara Jean is the most
unhappy person in a film
crowded with unhappy people.
They jostle together, these

unhappy people—a shifting
mass ot energy, isolated particles bouncing off each other
like electrons. Hitting, missing,
never engaging. There is little
love in Nashville." Little love
and
much
confusionmammoth traffic jams, unruly
crowds, the clamor of voices.
Yet by the end. 24 individual
characters have emerged fron*
the crowd with surprising
clarity, among them a vacuous
young musician who prefers
conquests in bed to conquests on
the stage, a groupie from
California
who
prefers
conquests in bed to anything
else; a soldier who follows
Barbara Jean, adoring her from
afar, and a BBC reporter who
follows everyone, struggling to
capture in words what Altman
is conveying in words and music

Auditions set for 'Dark of the Moon'

The critically acclaimed "Give 'em Hell Harry!" will
feature Ed Nelson as the late former President Harry S.
Truman in Brock Auditorium on Sept. 25 at 7:30 p.m.
Give 'em Hell Harry" is free to all full-time students and
Center Board activity card holders. Admission is $2 for all
others.

Coming Up
Singer-composer-songwriter Harry Chapin and his
haunting ballads will be back on campus for a return-return
engagement on Sept. 17. The concert in Alumni Coliseum will
also feature Harry's brother, Tom Chapin.
Tickets go on sale next week and will be available only at
the information desk of the Powell Building. Prices will be $2
for students and card holders, all other including at the door,
$4.

Tryouts will be held Tuesday
and Wednesday, Sept. 2 and 3,
for Dark of the Moon, the drama
and speech department's first
production for the 1975-76
season.
Dark of the Moon, an Ap-

palachian folk tale, is based on a
North Carolina mountain
version of the haunting "Ballad
of Barbara Allen."
Tryouts will be held in Room
137 of the Jane Campbell
Building at 7:30 p.m. Tryouts

are not restricted to drama
majors and any interested
faculty member, staff member,
or student is welcome.
Two copies of the play are on
reserve in the library. Twentyfive roles are to be cast.

and images—the mood
America.
By the end. all of thes
characters have become unifiet
in their disunity, draw
together by their shared corJ
fusion, ambivalence, despair
hope.
As the film ends, there's bl
oh the stage, but the people a
singing In a blind refusal to
accept the destruction of the
American Dream, their voices
join in the last song— "You may
say that I ain't free, but it don't
matter to me."
It is a powerful conclusion to a
.powerful film.

Center Board

-to*
-In*

Suppltunent

irivl

t Watch for a complete run
down on the University
Center
Board's
entertainment plans in a
Center Board Supplement
which will appear in an
upcoming issue of the
Progress.

SHOP WALLACES FOR ALL CAMPUS NEEDS!

Textbooks

Records

Supplies

SHOP AND COMPARE! WE BEAT ALL PRICES!
I.\ ,;U

T&otface'd DISCOUNT T - SHIRT

Wear Your T-Shirt Today and Save
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!

10%

Check with us for all
your furniture needs!

Sorry we're Out of T-shirts
Wear the one you already have
* Borrow one from a friend
Carry one in
AND STILL RECEIVE YOUR DISCOUNT!!!!!

.

[MOM 000(3 0D00B
292 SOUTH SECOND STREET

ONE BLOCK OFF CAMPUS
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'Advisor, father confessor9
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Ombudsman hears problems
BY JACKIE BIXTON
Managing Editor

Cash and carry

' Ombudsman" may be
lacking in many itudents'
vocabulary, but il could be a
service to students if it becomes
a familiar word.
According to Sybil Waldrop.
newly appoinled ombudsman
and assistant professor in
elementary education, the
person appointed "listens to
students who want to bring
problems to someone who can
intercede from a higher level or
take the problem to the proper
channels."

ducsunu ,ith ID

FREE DELIVERY
CLIP THIS AD FOR FREE GIFT

127 big hill ave.
" 623 0340
ACE

Supplies
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BIC pens
ISO sheets NOTE BOOK paper
300 sheets NOTEBOOK paper
PENCILS (12 per pack)
Elmer's GLUE (8 oz.j
Spiral Notebooks
ORGANIZER
g£
Erasers
Paper Clips
Clipboards
SCOTCH TAPE
thermos bottles
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89c
39c
59c
39c
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BY DIANA TAYLOR
News Editor
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education department.
Ombudsman is a one year
appointment and releases the
professor from one course load,
Waldrop said.
Waldrop said two problems
have been voiced to her
already, the dormitory situation
of three students to a room, and
the inconvenience faced by
women since Martin Hall was
changed from a men's dormitory to women's dormitoryopen showers, and other
bathroom facilities.
Appointment! ma*>
Although, the ombudsman is
only required to be in his or her
office two hours a day, the office
is open four hours at which time
the secretary is available to set
up appointments. Waldrop said
she would be in the office from l
to 3 p.m., and the office is open
from 12:30 to 4:30 p.m.
She added that she could be
found in Combs 205 at other
designated office hours, and her
home telephone number is 623
5816. The ombudsman's office
is located in the Powell building
between
the
Student
Association office and the
Student Activities office.
According to Callendar, the
office "serves a real purpose.'
In several instances, you do
need a middle man to consult
with both sides," he said.

MaN photo bv Kick von

Bumpin' Buddies
(Jetting into the spirit ol a new school year may be difficult,
when it comes to studying and attending class but for Shirley '
Stamper, a sophomore medical technology major of
Lexington, and Henry Smith, a graduate student from Richmond, there's nothing better than good music to get a person
in the right frame of mind

Carroll dedicates LEN center,
tells citizens to help fight crime

mi.M
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Waldrop explained possible
The service was used quite
problems that she might face frequently last year, said
may deal with housing, parking, Callendar. He said he received
dorm hours, off campus living, approximately 70 cases. He
concern over professors who said in some instances people
are ineffective, grades, etc.
felt they were dealt an injustice
Jack Callendar, former and simply needed someone
ombudsman, added to this list who could track it down, and get
problems that he faced during the facts straight and the
his tenure. He said conflicts problem resolved.
Waldrop. who received her
with teachers, class misunderstandings, and some "teal doctorate at North Texas State
caaea" were brought before him University, and has taught
there and at South Eastern
last year.
State College in Oklahoma, has
Father ceafeaeer
been at the university for five
By test cases, he said some years.
students
purposely
did
She teaches all graduate
something, like keeping a bike courses- among them is the
in their room to see if they could History and Philosophy of Early
get away with it, but failed. Childhood Education, and
Then they brought it to his at- an extension course in language
tention.
arts in Louisville, and also
Waldrop said, "If a student supervises over student
comes to me, I would ask for teachers.
information or locate the »\f
Job passed aroaad
propriate people to And out why
Although she did
much
the university feels it is
necessary to do things the way travelling before, she will now
they are done, and then would be stationery by supervising
convey the accurate In- student teaching at Model
Laboratory, and the Telford
formation to the student."
Callendar explained the job Center
She explained the position of
as a combination role—
"advisor, arbitrator, father ombudsman is passed around to
confessor."
He said, "The the various colleges from year
ombudsman is supposed to be a to year. Names are submitted
good listener, someone who from different departments and
tries to be sympathetic and at the persons are interviewed by
the same time realistic and the student regent. She was
someone who will be fair to both asked if she would accept the
position by the dean of the
student and administrator."

I

Gov. Julian Carroll delivered
the dedication address for the
new $6.5 million Law Enforcement, Fire Science and
Traffic Safety Center Aug. 7
calling for every Kentuckian to
"join in the conquest of crime."
"Reverence of the law should
become the political heritage
and, religion of our nation,"
Carroll said, and added that the
state is fortunate to "dedicate
these facilities at a time when
they are so needed."

Carroll said that serious
crime rose 22 per cent in the
state last year and the help of
every Commonwealth citizen is
needed to combat the problem.
He said that more than 92,000
major crimes were reported in
Kentucky in 1974. "This means
that nearly one out of 25 Ken
tuckians were victims of one or
more" major crimes last year.

He recommended several
practices for citizens to use to
combat crime, including crime
reporting, fraud control, personal defense security systems,
identification of possessions and
neighborhood alerts.

an aquatic training tank, a
pistol range, a lake, cafeteria
and library.

Dr. John D. Rowlett, vice
president for academic affairs
and research, traced the
development of the law enIn reference to the center, forcement program here.
Carroll commended Eastern,
He said that in ten years, the
the law enforcement staff and
the laxpaters - -for- their program has grown from a
"Kentucky's part of the high willingness to work for the part-time faculty member
meeting with 47 students to 20
crime legacy is part of our project and pay the bills.
heritage In which we have no
The center, encompassing 40 academic programs and 2,300
pride," he said.
"Law en- acres, includes a four-story majors.
forcement cannot carry the main building, an auditorium, a
Rowlett also spoke for the
Burden alone."
driving facility,! fitness center, four horibreas, for whom the

main facilities were named.
They are Henry Stratton,
Pikeville, president of the
Kentucky Bar Association and
member of the Board of'
Regents, for whom the main
building is named; Robert W.
Posey, dean of the College of
Law Enforcement, for whom
the auditorium is named;
Robert Clark Stone, commissioner of the State Bureau of
Training, for whom the fitness
center is named; and Uealle *
Leach, former director of the
Traffic Safety Institute, for
whom the driving area la
named.

Fire Prevention and Control Department
offers statewide studies for certification

BRITTS

BY DIANA TAYLOR
Prevention and Control, part of
-.,.'.
the College of Law Enfor
The new Department of Fire cement, is offering three new

Welcome all students. We hope you will like Richmond as
your home-away from home and we hope you will like Britts
as your store-away-from home.

curricula this fall at Owen
sboro, Lexington, Ft. Knox,
Berea and Richmond.

JCPenney

We are a complete department store and carry such
brands as Bobbie Brooks, Red Eye, Wrangler, Russ, Queen
Casuals, Konet, and many others for you girls.

We have brands such as Levi, Farah, Hoggar, VanHeustn,
Career Club, Wrangler, McGregor, and Campus for the
boys.

The curricula are a cei- response to the need for
tiflcatlon
program,
the developing the technical skills
associate of arts and bachelor of and education required In
7
science degrees. F. Dale Cozad, today's fire service.'
department chairman, said the Cozad expects the National
program is being taken to Fire Protection Association and
several areas in the state to the National Profeaaional
Board
to
reach as many firefighters as Qualifications
recommend soon that adpossible.
vancement be baaed on such
Cozad said the baccalaureate training:
specialists would
is the ortly four-year program in need the certificate, officers the
fire prevention and control in AA degree, and chief officers
the state and one of only seven tbeBS.
in the nation.
He is especially interested in
This study can lead to careers the department's two plus two
in fire departments, fire in- plan under which students
surance companies, fire completing two years of
marshals' offices, security training at Junior and comforces, teaching, construction munity colleges may come to
firms and agencies supervising Eastern
and
complete
building codes and safety
requirements for the BS in fire
regulations. Cozad said.
prevention and control In their
"The training la a vital Junior and senior years.

WHERE ITS
REALLY
HAPPENING

After you get settled in your new home please stop by and
browse through our big store. We think you'll like shopping
at Britts.

A

•THRILLS
Like your mouth never
had before!

This Couptn Enlltm

(«airM se*t t i»7§>

FRILLS

Name
to .

Toppings, cherries,
nuts & other goodies

10% DISCOUNT
«< r*' 'i'tt purchase at

Pr.Mnt Canaan ta
Custoawr Sarvtce

STORE

DM)

CHILLS

Britts

What else do you expect
P
from ice cream?

HOURS:
In the

■

•

Mon.-frf.

11 00-9:00

Sat

10:00-9:00

Sun.

1 30-5: 30

University Shopping Center

Shop downtown "Happy days1' at J.C. Ponney's
Tues. Sept. 2 till 9:00 P.M.

BASKIN-ROBBIMS
ICE CREAM STORE
Uaiversity Shopping

Phoie 823-7633

CM.*
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Newsbrief S I
"Newt Brlrts" It t tcrvke law enforcement major or
Tkc Eattcra Progrett often Ike minor whether full or part-time
dlffrrrnt organliatlons on and to students In the criminal
campus. II crnlrrs on activities Justice graduate program or
•( the organiiatlont at lht> related fields The Association
happen with Ike purpose of has no age, sex, or academic
lelllni nemkert •( Ike requirements.
The first meeting will be held
readers km what It going en. at 4:45 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 4,
PkMM tCMl or call any In- in the Jaggert Conference
formation concerning year Room, Powell Building.
groap er organliatlon la Ike
Organization! Reporter. Call
422-3 Its or tend Informatlea to
JOU 303
The Eaatern Progrett, Wayne
Boblltt— Organiiatlont RepA meeting will be held
orter.
Tuesday night, Sept. 2, for JOU
303 students. Mlletlooetection
Marching maroons •Students are to report to the
Milestone office, 4th floor Jones
Any student who played an Building, at 7:30.
instrument in a high school
band is invited to inquire about
Newman Center
membership in the Marching
Maroons for the (all semester
Openings exist for all in
The Newman Center will hold
strumenls. especially trombone a meeting for new students
and baritone.
Tuesday, Sept. 2. at 5:30 p.m.
One hour credit is available All Interested students are
tor participation
Interested
Invited to attend.
students should contact Dr.
Hartwell. Foster 111 or phone
GMAT
3i«3, at the very earliest convenience so they can be fitted
The Graduate Management
(or the new Maroons uniform. Admission Test (GMAT),
formerly the Admission Test for
Graduate Study In Business,
LEN association will be offered Nov. 1,1975, and
Jan 21, Mar. 27, and July 10.
1976, at the University of
All law enforcement students
Kentucky.
*
are invited to Join the
Registration materials for the
Association of Law Enfortest and the GMAT Bulletin are
cement, a career oriented available from the Office of the
organization
designed
to Dean, EKU College of Business.
enhance students' knowledge in
the criminal justice field This
enhancement is done by a
Newman picnic
combination of social and
educational events throughout
The Newman Center will hold
the school year.
a picnic Sunday, Aug. 31, at
Activities (or the 1975-1W76
year include guest speakers.
movies, car washes, LEN Blood
Drive, Cancer Drive, Fall and
Spring socials, activities (air,
Career Day, field trips to Blackbum Correctional Complex and
the Kentucky State Police
Crime Lab, bowling leagues,
and a Fall banquet (guest
speaker to be Ronald G. Lynch,
organizer and planner of the
Lakewood Police Department).
The Association's initiation fees
and dues are minimal, even
though it is the largest departmental organization on campus.
Membership is limited to any

Camp Andrew Jackson. Cars
will be leaving the center at l: 30
p.m.

Men's interdorm
Men't Interdorm officers will
hold an organizational meeting
Wednesday, Sept 3, In Room A,
Powell.

Little Colonels
The Little Colonels drill team
will hold a clinic for returning
and new members at 6 p.m.
Tuesday-Thursday (Sept. 2-4) In
front of Alumni Coliseum.
Girls desiring to try out for

Eastern

Student organizations help
complete a student's total
education by providing not only
fun for individuals, but also a
feeling of belonging, one of the
most Intimate of needs.
Eastern offers a variety of
student organizations ranging
from service organizations to
interest groups. In the student
handbook,
the
different
organizations have been divided
iiiin nine caiegnries
honor
socie'ies. depanmenial
organizations,
religious
organizations,
activity
organizations,
service
organizations, social fraternities, social sororities, interest
groups, and class organizations.
Honor societies are for
itudenls who are outstanding in
their repective fields.
Most
honor societies are based upon
the person's field of interest. A
few such as CWENS for
sophomore women and Kappa
lota Epailon for sophomore men
honor students in the different
classes.
Most honor societies require a
certain grade point to enter
them, and all have a criteria for

their perspective members to
meet.
Most
departmental
organizations require only ah
interest in a particular field, but
some do restrict their membership to students in that field.
Some require a certain class
standing and at least an
average grade point.
Examples of the departmental organizations include
the Home Economics Club, the
Association of Student Nurses,
Association of Law Enforcement, and the University
Players.
To be classified as a religious
organization, a group must
relate with a church group or be
associated with religious endeavors.
Interested students
may Join any religious group
with the exception of the
Fellowship
o(
Chrisiian
Athletes.
To become a member o( the
Fellowship
of
Christian
Athletes, one must be a male,
student who has taken an active
part in athletes during his life
Activity organizations concern students' Interests which
are not religious or departmental One should check the
requirements of each before he

this performing and service
group should attend the clinic
sessions Tryouts will be held at
t p.m. Sunday, Sept. T, in
the Ferrell Room, Combs
Building.

Football tickets
Season football tickets for
student spouses may be purchased in the Athletic Tickets
Office, Alumni Coliseum.
Tickets for the 5-game home
schedule beginning Sept. (, are
17.50.

Graduate students may register
at the 800 level.
Singers will be accepted
through registration week. All
classes meet in Foster 300. For
further information, contact Dr
Wehr. Foster 308. or phone 4843
or 823-8120.

BSU
The Baptist Student Union is
sponsoring a "welcome-back"
party tonight at 8:30.
Admission is free, and refresh-

ments and entertainment will
be provided.
The B. S. U. will hold encounter
programs
each
Tusage*/ at 8:30 p.m A lunch
eaaMnter in the Powell
cafeteria will take place each
Wednesday at 11:45 a.m.
Bible studies will be held each
Wednesday at 8:30 p.m and
choir practice each Thursday at
6:30 p.m.
The dates (or the B. S. C.
retreat
convention.
cof-

feehouses. choir trips, and other
social aclivities will be
publicized as each occurs
during the year.

. SED 540
A special evening course
designed for students and the
public is being offered this fall to
develop communication skills in
dealing with persons with impairedhearing ThecourseiSED
5401 is offered by the Department

Meeting rooms
All weekly or monthly
meeting rooms for student
organizations
mustbe
rescheduled for the fall
semester. Meeting rooms may
be scheduled through the Office
of Student Activities and
Organizations (OSOA) in the
Powell Building

or she Joins. Some, such at the
Progrett and the Mlletlone, are
open to aijv interested student.
A tryout period Is required for
some, however, such as the
Dance theater, and a few are
opened only to those who meet
an eligibility requirement, such
'as the Veterans' Club.
Different
service
organizations offer themselves
to students who enjoy giving
their time and talents in serving
the community. To join some
groups, such as the Men's and
Women's Inter-dormitory
Councils, a student must be
elected by popular vote.
Most service organizations,
however, are opened to all interested students, but (inal
membership may depend upon
the amount of service performed by the individual during
a trial period.
Social
(raternities
and
sororities
provide their
members
friendship
and
family-like settings in which to
live.
The various functions
these groups perform help to
relieve the boredom of the
members while providing
(Continued en Page 7)
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Coupon good for any item(s) in the store ,
'

now thru Sept. 9 Present this coupon
and student i.D. for discount.

(T/(1/I7\

Membership in the Oratorio Chorus will remain
open through Oct. 6. The choral schedule for
the fall is: Concert Choir—TT, 2:16; University

Membership in the Oratorio
Chorus will remain open
through Ocl 6 The Universitycivic chorus (limited to 150
lingers I is preparing for its 44th
annual performance of Handel's "Messiah" on Dec. 14.
Rehearsals will be held each
Monday at 7 p.m. in Foster 300
beginning Sept. 15. Academic

Wesley foundation
The Jfesley Foundation invites fli students to a "getacquainted" party tonight at
7:00. Admission is free, and
refreshments will be provided."
Rap Hour will be held each.
Sunday morning at 9:30.
Worship Thru Sharing will be on'
Sundays at 7 p.m.
A time and date for th<
Wesley Singers practice will bV
announced later.

Kirks

eastern By-Patt t U.S. M Sen*

*&

Singers— MW every Friday, 2:15; Women's
Chorale—« p.m., Tuesdays-; Oratorio Chorus—
7 p.m., Mondays.

dlAnW tor Her...for Him

CENTURIES AGO, THE PIZZA
WAS INVENTED IN POMPEII.

Shimmering Man-made Star
•at in 10K Whit* Gold Her*
set with two fiery
diamonds

$

39£

, KIRK'S ,
NOW. CENTURIES LATER, ROMA'S HAS
[UNEARTHED THE GREATEST PIZZA IN HISTORY 11

2 DIAMOND Sf; CENTERS
SHOPPER'S VILLAGE (Eastern Bypettl 623-3060

Kirk's. Kirk's

Kirk's
,

UNIVERSITY CENTER

t—i a^vLtAeJfr-

ROMA PRESENTS: REAL FRESH ITALIAN FOOD PREPARED BY ITALIANS
ALSO: PIZZA BV THE SLICE!

R0HCA MS1M1RJM1 & P923£RM
100 E. Water St.

623-6442

Across the Street from Family Dog afTd Poopeotzies
Carry Out Service Available

T

WAREHOUSE SALE.y
NOW OPEN!

—

We SHOP so you can SA VEt!!
Complete line of
FURNITURE, ANTIQUES, GIFTS,
HEALTHS BEAUTY AIDS,
SCHOOL SUPPLIES, etc.
We BUY
closeout, liquidations, samples, etc.!!!
Furnishing a
TRAILER or APARTMENT?
Compare these everyday low prices:
2 pc. Living Room Suite MOST
Mattress ft Bax Spring W pair
End Tables $24" n.
Laaps M5" pr.
Dinettes (5 DC.) '59"
Pots Ml Pus (Name Brand) at Unbelievable
LOW DISCOUNT PRICES!

ONLY'1595
fitereo Equipment is being shipped and will arrive
last of August
the more for your moneysworth store
1
Kkhmend Plata Shoppies; Center

Chorus

credit is available for those »•»»
register now.
Anyone wishing to ling should
contact Dr. Wehr at 4843 or 8218120.

Unlv^'tily pholo

Radio FM AM latttry A/C

t»1t» —10—t■

of Special Education and
Rehabilitation. For further
details, phone 3938 or 4442. The
course meets from 8 to 8:30 on
Mondays in room 233. Wallace
Building.

Sapphire Blue
for September

Oratorio Chorus
Students are invited to
register for membership in the
Oratorio Chorus (MUS 225 E-l).
Concert Choir (MUS 225 T),
Women's Chorale (MUS 225 E2), and Univeriity Singers
(MUS 224 G).
Academic credit is available
(or participation in each of
these ensembles which are open
to students in all majors.

I

I
I

Page
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Fall openings exist in the
strings section of the E. K. U.
Symphony Orchestra.
Any
qualified student is welcome to
Join, both music majors and
non-majors.
The Symphony Orchestra
(MUS 235 UW) meets TT 3:305:30. Interested students are
asked to attend the first
meeting today in Foster 100 at
3:10 or to contact Mr. Earl
Thomas at 3206.
Academic credit is available
to any student who participates
in the orchestra.

discount on your Initial purchase at

'

1975

Symphony

ad entitles you to a 10%

S>

28.

Monday, Sept. 1, is Labor
Day. Classes will not meet and
offices will be closed. Regular
schedule resumes at 8 a.m.
Tuesday.

Welcome EKU Students

I
I
I
I

August

Kirk's Kirk's

No classes

- — --- — — -COUPON- — — -"—

This

Thursday

LETS association offers varied activities

Student organizations make up
total educational experience
BV WAYNE BOBLITT
Organiiatlont Reporter

Progress.

<».»«

value).

Located come if N. 2M »W. Irvine (directly behind Courthouse
1 Mick iff Mail

the sweater is a dress
100% Acrylic knit in ribbed
or patterned weaves ...New
autumn leal colors,

jr. 5 to

13 sketched: 3 piece skirt
set in stripe and solid black
or green...

2980
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Many Moons Antiques And Gifts
reopen in its NEW location on Monday, August 25th
ft 11:30 A.M. We invited you to visit us that day or on
Wednesday 27th

Thursday-28th

Friday-29th

because at 4:14 P.M. on each of these days there will
< be a drawing for a $10 merchandise certificate.

Suite

V

1975

208-210 G. Miller Bldg.
107 N. Fifth St.,
Box 155
Richmond, Ky.
Telephone 623-6333

Senator evaluates nation for summer grads
BY T.G. MOORE
Editor
IS Sen. Walter iDeei
Huddleston told the graduate!
at summer commencement
here Aug 7 "whatever we want
our country to become it will
likely become." The senior
senator
from
Kentucky
delivered the main address in a
twilight ceremony from the Van
Puersem Pavilion.
Before receiving an honorarydoctor of laws degree from the
University Huddleston told the
659 graduates the Bicentennial
year was a good time for
''reassessment and
revaluation of how good our
stewardship of the American
dream and ideals has been."
Although America is "unique
among nations." Huddleston
said, "just a cursory glance at
conditions today is enough to
convince almost anyone that the
going has been and continues to
be rough."
Huddleston acknowledged the
military strength of the U.S.,
but questioned the further
escalation of the arms race
between world superpowers.
"The true test of a great
nation," he said "is its ability to
use that strength to de-escalate

the arms race and reduce
tension and conflict that can
lead to nuclear holocaust."
Referring indirectly to the
second round of Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks (SALT II),
Huddleston said he felt the
Soviet Union "will exploit every
opening they can."
He
suggested tough guidelines and
provisions for the mutual
monitoring of U.S. and Soviet
nuclear arms production.
Turning attention to national
affairs, Huddleston focused on
the controversy currently
surrounding the Central
Intelligence Agency. "I do not
subscribe to the view that the
CIA or any other American
institution should be exempt
from criticism and review," he
said.
Huddleston did, however,
charge government officials
and the press with "reckless
and irresponsible release of
unsubstantiated information"
regarding CIA activities.
"I am convinced that when
these investigations (of CIA I
are done, we will continue to
have the best intelligence
gathering capability in the
world - and one that stays
within the boundaries of what is
right and proper." he said.

Another test of the greatness
of America. Huddleston said,
was the near-impeachment and
eventual resignation of former
President Richard Nixon.
"Some people predicted we
could not survive the impeachment of a President. It
never came to that, but is there
anyone now who doubts that we
could survive such a process, or
that we are not a better country
for having exposed the 'cancer
growing on the Presidency',"
Huddleston said, borrowing a
phrase from former White
House counsel and convicted
Watergate figure John Dean.
Huddleston praised the
capacity of Americans to
change and to recognize shifts
in priorities and needs. "If
Vietnam taught us anything, it
should have taught us that
conditions change and our
committments and obligations
likewise change. Our Inability
to recognize those changing
conditions and responsibilities
led to that long and torturous
entanglement that cost us so
dearly."
The use of energy and other
natural resources were cited by
Huddleston as critical issues
that will test America's ability
to survive. "Unless we as in-

Board approves nursing policy
By DIANA TAYLOR
News Editor
The Board of Regents
unanimously approved a
proposal during their Aug. 7
meeting from the College of
Allied Health and Nursing
regarding admission and
readmission to the school of
nursing.
The approval came after
President Robert Martin's
report on the statutory
requirements for the nursing
program Martin stated that
the requirements must be met
in order to maintain accreditation by the Kentucky
Board of Nursing Education
and Nurse Registration.
The state statutes concerned
with
nursing
standards
basically require "substantial
judgment and skill good
moral character and good
physical and mental health", on

the part of the nursing ap- committee of the college.
plicant.
Martin was authorized to
name the review committee
Martin's report read, "The members, after approval of its
College of Allied Health and establishment was given by the
Nursing, as a prerequisite to Board.
being admitted to the nursing
The Board also approved a
program, should make it clear deed, making land available
to the student that satisfaction without cost to the city and
of academic requirements county for the construction of a
alone will not entitle the student building to house an ambulance.
to continue in the program..."
The building will be located
next to the fire station near the
The adopted proposal in- dairy facilities. The deed will
cludes conditions for being be executed only when building
admitted or readmitted to the plans have been approved,
college based on the statutory according to Martin's report.
requirements. One provision is
Such a land transfer must
agreement by the student to also be approved by the Combeing tested by the University missioner of the Executive
Counseling Center on the Department for Finance and
University psychiatrist, if it If Administration
and
the
requested by the director of the Governor.
student's program.
Authority was given to Martin
to hire an architect to design a
The results of the tests would new $242,500 indoor tennis
be made available to the facility.
Provisions for the
director, dean of the college facility were approved with the
and, if necessary, a review annual budget.

dividuals are willing to make
sacrifices." he said, "we will
face an ever-worsening energy
crunch until we no longer have a
choice, and government will
finally have to impose
restrictions
on
energy
utilization."
Calling for improvement in
existing social programs in
America, the senator asked "As
a nation, are we great if our
Gross National Product soars
while millions are unemployed,
underfed, or without adequate
health care?''
Huddleston also said he wants
a continuation of U.S. foreign
aid "In spite of those who now
call for us to turn inward, we
still are the only hope for
millions of leas fortunate and it
would be a tragedy for us to turn
our backs."
Honorary degrees of doctor of
laws were awarded to Sen.
Huddleston and Circuit Judge
James S. Chenault of Richmond
by University President Robert
Martin.
Among
the
graduates

receiving bachelor's degrees at
the 68th summer commencement eleven graduated
with "high distinction." They
are:
•
Deborah Reed Center*,
Cincinnati; Paul Randall
Collins, Sassafras, Ky.: Jesse
Conley, Belfry, Ky.; Deland
Dwight Cope. Cincinnati;
Marybeth Campbell Huffman.
Richmond; Susan Elaine
Jacobs, Chagrin Falls, Ohio;
Michelle
Lynn
Lorette,
Eminence; Karen Michele
Mason, Richmond; Henry Hall
Murray, Titusville, Fla.;
Hubert N. Pack, Paintsville,
and Betty P. Unseld, Richmond.
Two students graduated with
"high distinction" from the twoyear, associate of arts
program:
James Harvey
Evans, Frankfort and Leroy
Powers Faulconer of London.
Eleven graduates received
their bachelor's degree* "with
distinction." They are Samuel
E. Begley, London; Morris Alan
Drake, Stanton; Car la Vaughn
(Con tinned *a Page 7)

CURRIER'S
MUSIC WORLD'
Now in New Location
THE UNIVERSITY
SHOPPING CENTER
Coma In and »e our selections of guitars, amps.
Keyboards,

albums.,

and much more!

PSYCHOLOGIST
Immediate opening for masters level child
psychologist with diagnostic treatment experleace.
Behavior modification skills needed, expertise In
diagnosing, learning problems and other developmental disabilities. Career development opportunity
In multi-disciplinary medical school diaganosuc
center.

Contact:
Larry M. Raskin, PhD
Chief Psychologist, Child Evaluation Canter
Dept

Of Pediatrics, University of Louisville
40202

THE FIRST WITH THE LATEST
POSTERS

BAMBOO CURTAINS

BLACK LIGHTS

CLOTHING FROM INDIA

MUGS & TANKARDS

AND SOUTH AMERICA

TERRARIUMS

ZODIAC SIGNS

RAZZLE DAZZLES

LOTS OF JEWLERY

STROBE LIGHTS

FOR MEN « WOMEN

BOTA BAGS

PAPER WEIGHTS

»

NOVELTY CANDLES

FLICKER LIGHTS

CK

SAND DESIGNS
INCENSE

NOTHING NECKLACES
LIQUID SILVER

Your Favorite) Store

UNIVERSITY
SHOPPING CENTER

^>"

OENUINI TURQUOISE, PUKA AND HISHI JEWELRY .

CHOKERS^
AND HEAD::
BANDS

CHECK BOOK COVERS
WRIST BANDS
>'TO<*<?-*»

VISORS

OPEN
AM TO 8 PM
40NDAV - THURS
at) AM TO 9 PM
Fl IDAY SATURDAY
:30 - 6 PM
SEPTEMBER

SI

SUNDAYS

BLESS
ki THIS
*&MESS
MACRAME SLINGS
NOVELTY PLAQUES AND HANGING
BASKETS

HAIR BARRETTES

t £3 9$
LARGE SELECTION OF
BASKETS
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• Milestone
picture schedule
Mileatone pictures will be made in Conference Room "F ", Sept. 2
Ihrough Sept 23 from 11:30 am to 4 p.m. and from S p.m. to 8:30
p.m. On Friday* only, pictures will be taken from 10 a.m. to noon
and from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
There Is no charge for pictures made for the Milestone. All full
time students will receive a copy of the yearbook, the cost of which
Is included in registration fees If personal prints are desired, they
will be made available on a fee basis.
Senior pictures will be made first this year, as pictures are
needed for Job applications.
SENIORS
Dale
September
September
September
September

Day
2
I
4
S

Last Name
A
F
L
Q

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

through
through
Ihrough
through

E
K
P
Z

ASSOCIATE DEGREE CANDIDATES
September II

Monday
GRADUATE STUDENTS

September >

A Ihrough Z

a
A Ihrough Z

Tuesday
JUNIORS

September 4*
September II
September 12

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

A through F
G through M
N through Z

SOPHOMORES
September IS
September I*
September 17

Monday
i Tuesday
Wednesday

A through F
G through M
N through Z

FRESHMEN
September
September
September
September
September

1*
l>
22
23
24

Thursday
Friday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

*A
F
M
T
V

through
through
through
through
Uirough

E
1.
S
U
Z

Welcomes BACK

All E.K.U. Students
With This Special Offer
CLIP THIS COUPONLimit 1 Coupon Per Customer Per Visit"

M\ A.UJ

OFF
f^WtO bv **H»I L»"1b»r t

Sen. Huddleiton speaking at summer

commencement.

Smith, Ft. Thomas; Madonna
Lynn Spradlin, Plkeville. and
Joe Allen Wilkerson of Richmond.
Two Pikeville natives, Curtis
ce -p.
Allen Akers and Ollice
trulir
Justice,
received
associate of arts degree*-"with
distinction."

Organizations
student mini either be emI Continued from Page S>
ployed in criminal justice or
helpful projects for the campus enrolled in this area.
And to those students who do
and community.
Interest groups encompass a not know if they should Join an
certain field of interest. Once organization or not. a student is
again there is a mixture of automatically a member of
requirements to Join these class organization by belonging
to the freshman, sophomore,
groups.
The Black Student Union is Junior, or senior class.
open to ail students interested in
With the large varied number
promoting cultural activities to of organizations offered, a
make others aware of black student can easily find a group
heritage The CIRUNA Club that share* his interest and that
wants any student interested in would welcome' him as a
bettering international member.
Through an
relationships while learning organization a student will
about the United Nations.
' choose, he or she will And not
To be eligible for Lambda only a sense of fulfillment but a
Alpha Epsilon, however, a feeling of belonging.

Nigerian returns home
Joseph Adejumobi is going
borne, thanks to local people
who helped him earn airline
fare back to Nigeria after he
received a master's degree last
spring.
Adejumobi, who received the
degree in business education,
left New York this month on a
charter flight to his homeland.
On his arrival he will begin
working on his new Job for the
Department of Education,
Western Stale. Nigeria
Following a plea carried in
news reports last spring for
employment to earn air fare
home, Adejumobi said, he
received enough offer* of

temporary Jobs and contributions of cash which enabled
him to buy space on a charter
flight organized by the
American-African Institute,
New York.
Lately he has been working
for three employer*, leaving
little time to sleep: the Kenwood Nursing Home, Department of Nursing and Commonwealth Hall as night host.
He also has been teaching his
language to students in the
Department of Anthropology.
He will return to Eastern to
visit, he said, possibly next
year, when he plans to enroll his
daughter.

ON FAMILY NfTE

Thin 'n Crispy* Pizza

Thick 'n Chewy* Pizza

The Pizza Hut* original, nationally-famous pizza. Specially
formulated to have light, crisp crust; covered edge-to-edge
with our unique and tangy sauce. Mozzarella cheese, and
generous amounts of whatever toppings you desire.

A special. Pizza Hut* recipe for those who prefer a thicker
crust and a chewy, cheesy, taste. Covered with a generous
portion of Mozzarella cheese, delicate sauce, and a generous
covering of your favorite topping.

TOPPINGS

TOPPINGS

r

Pizza Hut* Supreme

SMALL

MED

LARGE

(Mn«« 1-t)

(tarvai 2-3)

(Mr>« 5-41

2 55

4 05

5.15

Chess*. Pork. Mushrooms. P*pp*roni, Onions. Gre*n Peppers

Pork, Pepperoni.
Mushroom
Pepperoni, Sausage.
Onion
Pepperoni. Mushroom

SMALL
■ml'll
3.15

Pizza Hut* Supreme

246

3.75

5.00

2 45
2 20

3.75
3.45

5.00
4.80

595

4.50
4.15
4.16
4.15
4.15
3.45
3.75
3.75
3.76
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.10
.40

5.95
5.45
6.46
5.45
5.45
4.45
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4 95
4.96
4.96
4 95
4.95
496
395
50

220

3.45

4.60

Pork and Mushroom

2 20

3.45

4 60

Beef and Onion

Pork and Pepperoni
1/2 Cheese* 1/2 Sausage

2 20
175

3 45
2 90

4 60
3 80

Pork and Pepperoni

2.60

1/2 Cheese a 1/2 Sausage

2.10

Pepperoni

196

3.15

4.20

Pepperoni

2.30

Beef

195

3.15

4 20

Beef

Pork

195

3.15

4.20

Pork

230

Bacon Bit

196

3.15

4.20

2.30

Canadian Bacon

196

3.15

4.20

Bacon Bit
Canadian Bacon

Anchovy

195

3.15

4.20

Anchovy

230
230

Mushroom

-

2.30

2.30

196

3.15

4.20

Mushroom

196

3.15

4.20

Green Pepper

230

Blacloiive

196

3.15

4.20

GreenOlive
Onion
DeluxeChee**
Added Ingredient*

196
1.96
156
25

3.15
3.15
2 60
.30

4.20
4.20
3 35
.40

Black Olive
GreenOlive

230
2.30

Onion

230

Deluxe Cheese

1.88

Green Pepper

...

.f

»■«!

620

4.50

Beef and Onion

«*

LARGE

2 90

2 90
28Q,
2.60
260

Pork and Mushroom

MED.
MoaMI
4.60

Cheese. Pork. Mushrooms. Pepperoni, Onions. Groan Peppers

Pork, Pepperoni.
Mushroom
Pepperoni, Sausage,
Onion
Pepperoni, Mushroom

Added Ingredients

30

HIV. I .OKS:
r etfclu* III, Mil III ■to.*** I'i//H. S.IIHIV.U hi V
XI I "I
Ml SjUd - jri atari** f'»r turn-nul. |u%( ph-»m
»|i.._rjl
,h..Ml JIIII wur .irrtVr Mill h. r.jd. »lun »»»u jffm'

*
■;:

Also serving Pasta, Salads, and Sandwiches
,

.i
i'

Offer Good
through Sept 4

CANNOT BE USED

Summer grads J*
(CeaUaeed from Page!)
Gray, Middlesboro; Lola
Jeannette Johnson, Berea;
Angela Lynn Combs Messer,
Greer, S.C.; Rebecca Sue
Newsome, Louisville; Robert
Walker Miller. Richmond;
James Phillip Moss, Jr.,
Gradyvtlle, Ky ; Deborah Lee

ANY
13" or 15"
PIZZA

■H"
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ITS BACK TO SCHOOL

OPEN

Welcome
Back Students

10 • 9:30

AT

Mon-Sat
1:00 Sunday

We
Appreciate Your
Business

THE GIFT BOX
M TIE MMVERSfTT SHMP— CENTER

>W> by Ritk Y»

The orientation boogies
Incoming freshmen were welcomed to Eastern Sunday by a
dance held in the Combs parking lot. The crowd boogied to the

sounds of Raintree, The Misfits, and Junior Hardin and B.W. Cat.

Eight days of Dystrophy Camp
brought hope to both partners
campers and 125 attendants.
BY BILL THOMPSON
The ideal situation is a 1:1
Staff Writer
ratio of campers to attendants
"Their psychology is hope.
for the eight days of the camp.
It's all they got going for them." Ages of the campers ranged
For the past three years, John from 6 to 63 years.
Justice has spent part of his
Justice, a physical therapy
summer vacation sharing in major from Trenton, Michigan
that hope at the Jerry Lewis was paired with Bill McKenzie,
Muscular Dystrophy Camp in who is confined to a wheel chair.
Lexington, Michigan working
McKenzie and Justice have
with persons who have been partners for the three
muscular dystrophy.
years that Justice has worked
MD is a progressive at the camp.
wasting away of muscle tissue
Justice defined the camp as
which leaves the victim without "eight days of fun for persons
control of the body and in a who otherwise never get out."
semi-paralyzed state.
Various programs are set up to
The camp was conducted July entertain the campers.
20-27 with approximately 115
Some of the problems en-

countered by the attendants
include the difficulty of pushing
a wheelchair through the deep
sand of the camp and being
awakened in the middle of the
night by a camper who cannot
roll over.
Like any other camp, pranks
and jokes abounded. Justice
told of one occasion when a
practical joke was played on
some nurses where a sling
was suspended from the ceiling
on a hoist that is generally used
to lift the more disabledcam per
out of their wheel chairs. The
sling swung back and forth
as to give the appearance that
he hari hanged himself.
The nurses who made their

rounds every two hours dropped
their flashlights and ran in
terror as the "hanged" camper
and the attendants broke up in
fits of laughter.
The camp is one of 67 in the
country and is in the 20th year of
operation. It is financed by the
Muscular Dystrophy
Association which derives a
great deal of its funds from the
Labor Day Telethon which will
be held this weekend.
Justice said that the cost of
the camp was approximately
*50,ooo for eight days with some
of the camps, such as the one In
the Rocky Mountains where the
campers must be flown in, |
being more expensive.

c

Hkke yourdate

to a v^rldjamous
f&staurant

McDonalds
u

U*

SHOPPERS VILLAGE

Summer band camp, which was occasion for
high school bands all over Kentucky to practice
and learn new routines, was exhausting for

Special fall courses offered
in communications MPA
eluding
personnel
administration, organization and
theory and administrative law.

Ed. Nate— Here are tome
highlight! of new and special
academic programs being
offered thl» semester, both off
and on campus:

Internshipispartoftheoverrall
MPA program. Students have
About 50 employees in state served internships in levels of
government wUI be pursuing state and local government, intheir master's degree in public cluding the office of Fayette
administration
from,
the CountyJudge.citygdvernmentin
University this fall. According Pueblo,Colo.,Fairborn,Ohioand
to Dr. J.A. Singleton, chairman
Lexington.
of
the
political
science
Persons interested in the MPA
department, two classes are
held in Krnakfort each week by, program should contact the
political science department.
University professors in ad
dition to on campus classes.
The MPA program is open to
Filmbuffswillbegladtokoowa
persons who are, or would like to
be, instate government service. new course in the history of film
The five-year-old program has makes its debut this semester.
produced 40 MPA graduates so Cinema History I (COM 350) will
encom pass theearlyyears of film
far, Singleton said.
Core courses for the program making, including review of such
cover a wide range of study, in- silent nick greats as D.W. Grif-

Position available in
real estate program
A graduate assistantship or
work study position is available
in the real estate program in the
College of Business.
The position will offer an
opportunity to meet and work
■with leading persons in state
arid national real estate field
and principals in
national

fith's "Birth of a Nation,'
Eisenstein's "Potemkin,"
William Porter's "The Great
TrainRobbery," CharlieChaplin
films and others.
Jerry Perry, the instructor
for the course, says COM 350
will meet on Tuesdays and
Thursdays each week from 5 to
7 p.m. The three-hour credil
course will each week have one
lecture and one film viewing
The first meeting of the class
is today in room 343 of the
Wallace Building
Interested
students who have not signed up
(or the course may do so today
at the first meeting

Jan-Michael Vincent is Carrol Jo Hummer
A working man who's had enouqh!

-j*/-% *•

2ND WEEK
FRI.-SAT.SUN.-MON.

lowoiua aaium on act BCOBH
At 7:30 I 9:45

» -<7

ki »»iin« si'tom — c-. -r J"
•eCPiJWiX'O'fa'i"'"
MK

'

DEAN MARTIN

WTH3M
- Cimtfu dampitp. Lot Angties Timtt
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KjWilwn enroll, Hiw ro'» Dull ««wi

—Dei Reed. Mew Yor* Wewi

APPEARING NIGHTLY

LOWE

Appearing Nightly 8:00 until Closing

"MR. RICCO"

i

—Judith Cntt. New York Mjg*f"*e

RUCKER

3RD FEATURE AT 12:40 P.M.

if

2il£
THE IMPACT IS DEVASTATING.
*% 0 v "A GUARANTEED CROWD-GRABBER.
WILL BE ONE Of YEAR'S MOST HOTLY DISCOSSED FILMS.'
"A GRIPPING PICTURE THAT EVERYRODY SHOULD SEE.

fAndy & Dave

Kf"^

\

_»^J»m'J^ ."<%

A

BO SVENSON as Buford Pusser
"*■—R\RT2 WALKING TALL

x.

THE TERRIFIC EXCITEMENT OF

^Stepford Wives

story:

uming

«nw-o.ww«wo«w

STARTS (jEBBSffiSHK TODAY!

Kowntrue

mm
TALL

"VSKft* j-«r«

cinemas 1-2

I wry man dreams of having the perfect' wife
The men of Stepford have done something about il
something thai change-, w. men into. The Slepford Wives

BUFORD
* PUSSER's

PART 2

r-AKNTAl tWDMKt WtUSTD ■■■■»■■■■■■■
TO
nwil |X»Jfr|1BMa'

Campus

»LUS CO-FEATURE
PLU

"If anything ever
happens to me
I want you to
toesure
you finish
telling my stary#"

I

10 ncQfl
623
0588

Sat. t Ian. At
12 45 3 0O 5.13. 7 30 • I IS

\ C- XllMftA PCVttS
v*I*A ' [N'(D Pf*$f NTA'ON

8:45 P.M. LOLLY MADONNA WAR

**

^N-o

Typing is requisite and a male
is preferred. Some travel and
evening work will be necessary.
Those interested should contact
Dr.
Bodley,
real
estate
chairholder, in Wallace 112.

3 FEATURES

»»*■

JAWS

• NOW SHOWING*

property development and
investment firms.

HELD OVER

"*». >

The terrifying
motion picture
from the terrifying
No. 1 best seller.

DRIVE-IN
iUCCANEER
THEATRE
[EXCLUSIVE FIRST RUN!

** RICHMOND DRIVE IN

m

The blur of her rifle does not
disturb the nonchalant concentration of one member of the
Audubon Bon-Bons, an all-girl
drum and bugle corps from
Pennsylvania, as she participated in National '75 which
was held on Hanger Field August
1-2. Ninecorps from New York to
California participated in the two
daycompetition which was a part
of the Eastern Kentucky Festival
of Marching Music.

i
i
i,

Superb Dining

I
I

lhe muiiinjiion.il muHi-btlh«>n dollar consortiums have already become a separate world force
Rollerbair dramatizes what could happen if they Are not curbed.'
j*ck Antfe*«on. Nauonaitf Srr>dicjr*tf CoiumwBt

"ROllERRAll IS A VERY IMPORTANT MOVIE.
lOllERRAll IS THE MOST ORIGINAL IMAGINATIVE

II s a frightening view of tomorrow which is happening right now

and technically prolicienl peek mlo our lulore since '2001 A Space Odyssey "

with drinks tor
your en|u)rment

tihu- KingM Moiitmood Rnonn

JAME5CAAN*
A NORMAN JEWISON Rim "ROU-ffiBAlX
stomng

In flffant
atmotphera

Relaxing
Lounge

_4rt Bvcnmtw tUBmMi Sjnu-ctfa Coiumnw

JOHN HOUSEMAN-MAUDAD*^
RByn
555?

ItHM—M. MOTION rCTUNI tOUNDTMC" AUKM *N0
TA*f AV»rlA>Kf ON UNlTfO A*TT1T1| f^MCOW \

7 48 i 1000 Sat I Sun. at 12 45 3 03 5 20 7 43 t 1000

TECHNICOIOR*
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Panhellenic council schedules
dance to benefit epilepsy victims

ANDYS PIZZA
PALACE
DINNERS

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY

The Panhellenic Council will
sponsor its first annual dance
marathon in the Ravine. Sept. 3
from 5 to 6 p.m. till midnight
each night.
The council, which consists of
representatives from each of
the eight social sororities, is
sponsoring the marathon to
benefit people in central and
eastern Kentucky who have
epilepsy.
The marathon is the first of
many projects planned by the
Panhellenic Council for the 197576 school year. All eight social
sororities
participate
in
projects the council plans.
Any student may participate
in the marathon, but he or she
must have a sponsor who will
pledge so much money for each

?

14 Goldtn Fried Chicken
KGolden Fried Chicken
9e>veO MM s.lid. Franch Fries, mo H..,a
Chicken A La Carte
8 Piece*
12Pi«c««
16 Pieces

$1.75
$2.50
$2.75
$3.75
$4 75

4:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

Italian Style Spaghetti
$1.76
Sarveu wiln a salad, Breed, and our own special Meal Sauce.

4:00pm to 7 00 1 m
PHONE 623-5400

SANDWICHES

110 South Second Sir eel
Richmond, Kentucky 40475

Salami Submarine
$1.25
Turkey Submarine
$1.25
Ham Submarine
$1.25
Submarines Include Hltuce. onion, lomaloes. rum 4 mayoneite
Roast Beef
$1 25

The world's best pma makers are proud to serve you the
following varieties of Delicious PiMa.

*•*

ALL PIZZAS HAVE CH£ES£
^

Chess*
Onion
Sausage
Pepperom
Ham
Beef
Kosher Salami
Bacon
Olives
Green Pepper
Mushroom
Tuna Fish
Shrimp
Anchovies

Smell
10"

Medium
12"

$1.50
$1.80

$2.15
$2,50

$1.80
$1.80
$1.80
$1.80
$1.80
$1.80
$1.80
$1.80
$1.80
$1.80
$1.80
$1.80

$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.60
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50

Lerge
M"

$2 95
$3.35
$3.35
$3.36
$3.35
$3.36
$3.35
$3.35
$3.35
$3.35
$3.35
$3.35
$3.35
$3.35

SPECIALS
$2.25
$3.00
Sauaas*. grean pepper, & onion
E. K. U. Special
$2.26
$3.00
Saueaea. papparom. & mushroom
House Special
$3.00
$3.75
onion, pepparoni. beef, kosher alemi.
bacon, green pappar, ft mushrooms
Andy's Special

....'.'..'.'. si.'so

SALAD
«^
Frencn Dressing -^nousend Island - Vineear 1 on

FRENCH FR,ES

hour danced.
Nikki Marasa. Panhellenic
representative from Kappa
Delta sorority, said that there
are essentially two rules at
present for participants to
follow. One rule is thai participants must continually keep
dancing to stay in the contesl.
All students participating will
be numbered in boy-girl pairs

BY WAYNE BOBLITT
Organisations Reporter

The second rule is that a participant must keep his original
partner, no switching being
allowed.
Ms. Marasa said the music
provided for the marathon
would probably be of a "Mi's
style. A couple of bands will be
playing, and one night a discjockey may play records.
A deadline for money pled*es

X

has not been set yet. Prizes will
be provided for the winners of ,.
the marathon, those who raise
the most money for the project. ,
The Panhellenic Council .,
urges all students to participate
or to stop by the marathon and ,.
boost their favorite dancers., »
Those wishing to participate ,1,
should register with Student ,;
Activities Office

I Merchants
sponsor

>••■■ «•«

contest
BY DIANA TAYLOR
News Editor
"Happy Town" is the theme
of the downtown merchants'
celebration
scheduled
for
Tuesday.

BEVERAGES
Coffee
Milk

,5
25

Coke

The promotion
will
be
highlighted, by a window
painting contest with $150 going
to the winner. The contest is
open
to
any
campus
organization.

25

Root Beer*
Sprit*
Iced Tea . ..)

25
25
25

(

Organizations wishing to
enter may call Mrs. Donna
Alexander at 623-8336.
The
winner will be determined by
student votes and will be an-

$3.85
$3.85
$4.75

nounced Wednesday on WEKY.

GET AQUAINTED COUPON

No Subttituttom AHowd on Ssecreft

Each participating merchant
will feature merchandise offered at near wholesale costs.
Purchase receipts for any
amount will provide admission
to a movie at the Town Cinema
at 9:30 p.m.

$

All Combinmtioni Sm. .30. UM. .38. to. .40

1°° OFF any
14" Pizza

^
DELIVERY 621-5400
You have tried the rest now try the. very best I We don't
only advertise the world's best pizza, we serve it I

"Happy Hours" will begin at 3
p.m. and all window painting
must be completed by 5 p.m.
Organizations will be permitted
to charge up to $5 worth of
water paints at Wallace's Book
Store.

not good on deliveries

WE DELIVER!

Expires

Sept. 2

/

Rigors of registration
In the labyrinth of the registration line, Gail
House, a senior nursing major from London,
Ky. and Marsha Jones, a senior major from

SUM pnoto by Rich Van

.

■ »

Ashland, Ky. pause at one of the many stations
that follow the route of the line.

■

i
Mun

*

HThe Record Sh II

,

v.

(

■'■

Discount Records & Tapes
#4 Porter Plaza
The Record
Shop
*

Best prices in town

□

Jerry's
L

Most complete rock
and jazz selection stadium

Is

$loff

lo.

1*

1-

•

on any album
or tape

la.

Eastern By-pass

k:
"<l

.-'
i

i .

•

Offer good thru Oct. 1,1975 !

M

•
:•

•

. --n
■i

ALBUMS
LARGE NUMBER OF CUT OUTS AND OVERSTOCKED
&

if

'♦«&

"+

$2

99

^
«">*
«>.,
*» 01

ffo*

No coupons will be accepted on the purchase of these albums.
jecaus^_ofjj>e_djjs^cjgdjjrtio^

New
Releases
From

*3

ALBUMS
OLD, OBSCURE, AND ODDS AND ENDS

cC

50 ^1
0

No coupons will be accepted on the purchase of these albums.

on some of these $3.99 albums we will not be able to accept coupon redemption on these selected few. •
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Learning lab
enters 7th year
When classes began today for
the hT75-76 academic year, the
Learning Lab," a special ser
viceforEKU students, start edits
seventh year.
What began as a "second
chance"programbackduhngthe
He»-70 school year for students
eiperlencingdifficulty with their
studiesnowhasdevelopedintoan
open academic support service
for all students More than 3,000
students have been helped since
the initiation of the Learning Lab
Formally named the Central
University College (CUC)
Academic Counseling and
LearningLaboratory,its original
purpose was to help "save" a
percentage of those students who
came to college unprepared or
unmotivated and who would
eventually drop out, unless
helped Nationalstatisticsatthat
timeshowedonlyone-fourthofthe
students who entered college in
pursuitof a four-year degree were
graduated. It was the goal of the
EKU Learning Lab to equal or
surpass that percentage.
Consequently, specific records
were kept on the first 74 experimental students as they
proceeded through four-year
programs, and 24 per cent of the
originalgroupearneda degree. In
(act, from among the successful
members of that first "second
chance" group, one is now an
engineer, one a welfare counselor, another a social worker
abroad, two are policemen , two
have advanced degrees, four are
enrolled in graduate programs,
and all the others are
professionally employed.
A dm mistered by CUC under its
dean. Or. Clyde J. Lewis, the
program remains at the level
designed to serve primarily
students in their first two years of
college. It provides academic
counseling, advising and skill
development to students working
on their general studies
requirements.
"Many students are apprehensive about learning,"
states Mrs. Ann Algier, Learning
Lab supervisor.
"It is an
exhilarating experience to observe the changes...physical,
attitudlnal
and
emotional...which occur when
st udentsbeglnto realize they can,
indeed, master a subject."
The Lab staff feels that many
incoming freshmen
have
weaknesses which prevent their
working up to potential. "Some
can adjust to academ ic life better
than others," Mrs. Algier note*.
"Copingwtthacademicproblems
could be a great deal easier for
students if they would come to us
when they need specific help."
she added.
Eastern's 12,571 students last
tall came from 117 Kentucky
counties, 46 states and 28 countries...that's a tot of different
backgrounds One high school
may have a better math department, another better English, a
third is stronger in science.

INNING
EKU STUDENTS VISIT
THOMPSON'S <E> FOR ALL
YOUR GROCERY NEEDS

Individuals from such varied
backgrounds cannot be put
together in a classroom without
some problems, according to
Mrs. Algier It is one function of
Eastern's Learning Lab to help
minimize these differences with
individual attention to specific
academic
or
adjustment
problems.
TheregularLabstaffconsistsof
five-and-a-half full-timepersons,
five graduate assistants, and
tutors from the University's
Department of Secondary and
Higher Education.
These
education majors, strong in their
particular academic fields, earn
credits for the clinical experiences of assisting with
tutorials.

THIS WEEK'S STUDENT SPECIALS:

16 OZ. COKES

nasJL&j»~99*

GROUND BEEF
HEAD LETTUCE

From that first small experimental group, attendance
has grown to about 800 students
persemester. These are divided
into three groups.those with
serious academic difficulties,
those away from school for
several years (veterans), selfreferrals and teacher-referrals.
TheLabalsoincludes sessions for
foreign students for whom
Englishisa second language, and
who need fluency training before
entering
certain
credit
situations.
Of the above number, fewer
than 25 per cent were required to
attend because they were on
academic probation. Most came
simply because they recognized J
Iheyneededindividua (assistance J
in overcoming an academic
weakness, or because they
wanted the benefit of media
available in the Learning Lab.
Over 500 peryear have enrolled in
the Rapid Reading-Study Skills
course.
Eastern's Learning Lab has
helped over 3,000 students in the
past six years work nearer their
full potential by providing individualized programs tailored to
the student's specific need.
Basically this is done through
diagnostic procedures which
result in placement of students in
learning modules (materials)
designed to help them build
background for later course
work. Students learn how to learn
by developing good study habits
which include note-taking and
listening skills, vocabulary
improvement, and teat-taking
techniques.
Acli vestudy techniques taught
intheRapid Reading-Study Skills
classesarereinforcedin tutorials
within the Lab, because the staff
recognizes that in order to learn,
the student must expend energy.
Aristotle's dictum, "To Impress, express," sums up the
philosophy of the EKU Learning
Laboratory.
Registration for the fall
semester at Eastern, where
another record enrollment is
expected, began Monday.
Students are still being admitted
for enrollment and registration
continues.

79V
.....3/*I00

VISIT OUR BAKERY AND DELI!!
Thompson's Famous Submarine Sandwich

•

OPEN 24 HOURS, 7 DAYS A WEEK!
Ptoto by Rick Yet*

<*

BACK TO BOOKS
with the

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
and .

IJ
IS

Marching maroons,
prepare for season
By LARRY BERNARD
SUft Writer
The Marching Maroons
assembled August 22. to hold
their annual camp and
workshop. This years session
covered a six-day period,
compared to last year's threeday section.
The band went through the
usuaj practice display of fundamental marching steps, the
pre-game show, and the halftime show, in preparation for
the season's first game September «. Their practice drills
ranged anywhere from seven to
•nine hours of strenuous work
each day.
Robert Hartwell. director of
the Marching Maroons, sUted
that "the attitude of the band
members was really great this
past week, showing exceptionally good spirits." He
also added that "the incoming

freshmen band members adjusted really well,
and
displayed great enthusiasm for
the upcoming season." He felt
that the camp had benefited
every band member, especially
the freshmen.
The "enthusiasm" that
Hartwell referred tp was
clearly visible through the
attitude of Maroon president,
Dean Johns, who declared this
years band as "the greatest
band in Kentucky " It is also
one of the largest bands EKU
students have ever witnessed,
with membership ranging close
to 200.
Several of the band members
urged students to attend the
football games rather than go
home for the weekend. As one
member said. "We only hope'
that all students will join the
Marching Maroons in cheering
the Colonels on, and will help us
to achieve a winning season."

fonite!

7 P.M. till 10 P.M
Alt* Featuring Zuka Joe

• With a receipt from any store in the shopping center, you will receive
admission to a FREE showing of COLD TURKEY at
• The

CAMPUS CINEMAS

Show will be at Midnite following the Exile concert

SPECIALS AT MANY OF THE STORES!
■I KINIOI BRIEF
PANTKS

3/»l"
BRITTS

SELF SERVICE
SUNDRY * DRV CLEANING 1
SAVE 50 percent or MORE
ON YOUR DRY CLEANING
10 lb. for 12.50
Use our new steam cabinet

FREE
HIGHLANDER LAUNDRY
Geri Lane

UP
THE GIFT BOX
BELLAIRS
WAREHOUSE OUTLET

B&H SHOES

16 OZ. THRIFTY MAID

HAROLDE'S

PORK A BEANS

Reg
• 1.00

HOSEI
2PV
BELLAIRS

far the REST

WINN DIXIE

SEAR'S

HOLIDAY CLEANERS

All Jewelry 20% eH

7-SEAS

RADIOSHACK

LEROY'S JEWELRY

BASKIN ROBBINS

KENTUCKY FINANCE
HEADQUARTERS

THE SNOOTY FOX

GOLDEN GALLERY

BEGLEY DRUGS

BANK OF RICHMOND

CURRIER'S MUSIC WORLD

THE TIME ZONE

J

■n ■■
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'BACKPACKING EQUIPMENT
NOW IN STOCK
•PACKS
Alpine Design
Camptrails
North Face

-BOOTS
Vasque
Raichle

BV MARLA RIDENOVR
PROGRESS SPORTS EDITOR

•Oregon freeie-dried foods

•STOVES
•SLEEPING BAGSi
SnowLion
Primus
Svoa
North Face
Optimus •Foam Pods
•TENTS
•Climbing t Repelling Gear

• PhoiDD. Rick V»h

Phillip Gall A Son
230 W. Main St.
Lexington, Ky. 40507

Thai's not what you do with Gatorade! To beat
the heat at preseason football practice, trainer
Ken Murray cools off defensive tackle Joe
Drennan Drennan. a junior from Beavercreek.

Ohio, saw action last season as a tight end. Fall
drills began Monday, August 18. with morning
and afternoon sessions.

Openings in three categories
■"""■CUP THIS ADi

BOOK BAG SPECIAL I
WITH THIS AD YOU CAN BUY A • 14.25 BOOKBAG
>

FROM CAMPTRAILS FOR $0

OC

■-CLIP THIS AD-ii

^ear after year,
Xsemester after
semester, the
CollegeMaster*
from Fidelity
Union Life has
been the most
accepted, most
popular plan on
campuses all
over America.
Find out why.
Call the
Fidelity Union
CollegeMaster*
Field Associate
in your area:
■

O
<

Bowling leagues forming
BY RON VOLMERING
Staff Writer

league for the first time looked
good.

All students, faculty, and
Leagues are now being for- university employees are
med at the University Center eligible to participate in any
league. The cost per night will
Lanes for this semester.
Bowling has become big be 12.00, with SO cents each
on this campus in the past night to be put aside for trophies
couple of years, with the for- and a final banquet. For more
mation of a bowling club two information, check the control
years ago.
Openings are
available in all three league
categories—men, women, and
mixed couple. League times
are varied but definitely will be
held Monday through Thursday
BY MARLA RlDENOUR
the OVC Golf title. Coach Jim
between the hours of 6 p.m. and
Suttie's team fought off close
Sports Editor
12 midnight.
finishing Murray State and East
As of press time, the
The Golf Colonels finished out
possibility of a men's scratch the 1975 season with a big win, Tennessee in capturing its first
golf crown.
Final team standings showed
Eastern with a 54 hole total of
1126, followed by Murray with
1127 and East Tennessee with
1129. Other team totals showed
Morehead fourth with 1155,
Western 1159; Middle Tennessee; 1161; Austin Peay, 1171;
and Tennessee Tech, 1180.
Eastern linksmen had four of
its members among the top ten
individuals.
Junior Bob
Hollowayof Fairmount, Ind led
EKU with a third place finish
with a 223.
Others among the top ten
included junior Chuck Irons,
Bkstern By-pass
Evanston, 111., 225; senior Roc
Irey, Mansfield, Ohio, 225; and
Dave Ryan, a junior from
Taylorville. 111.. 226.
Individual nedalist was East
Tennessee's Skeeter Heath with
a 217, and his teammate Bill
Rislove placed second with 218.

Golfers win OVC

<A< sm

Home of the
TizzaBcious^

Baseball coach Jack Hissom
has announced the signing of
two new players for the '75-'76
squad
Greg Ringley, a 5-11, 210pound catcher from Coeburn,
Va. was the first player to sign.
The lefthander led his high
school team to a 17-2 record and
the state Class A Championship.
Last season Ringley batted
.493 and hit seven home runs
and 47 RBI's. a school record.
His two run homer in the
championship game gave
Coeburn a 3-0 lead in the game it
went on to win 5-3.
Ringley was named All-

Watrntl TO J§]j t &UFor? ff£Al UfiLUlS /A/
Midi CCoTHlNd (

oc
fkt WASHED JflW* "/2."T
VnmsHEb Sis ouEir\LLS$I&°BpWr+eD DShUM JfeArVS*/0.$5
$AiiCETS TO MATCH
l?£/»f*>/VlfV< <SUMMEK Jf»*T MltTi
SUMMER

h

K «*

TZiOJE&S

|AteA/fc 4 womtuk

fa PRICE

trices-{fas

(SllegeMaster*
Bob Roberts

Jim Epifano

Ron Owens

Phil Perry

Dick Straten

Jim Rhea

Ron R«d

Kant Wagoner

Sports
Briefs
Intramurals
Entries for men's flag football
intramurals are due Wednesday, Sept. 3. and men's
tennis singles are due Friday,
Sept. 5.
Anyone interested

0P»»» <He/«- Rei Tiu. 9'.So riM
©tacit DAYi TILL $:to
BWrA»MBar,d4?5
AMSTfertCHAfttC

should sign up in Eegley 21] or .,
/ln
call 5434 for information.
".
All entries for women's intramural tennis (singles and '
doubles), flag football, and fall
Softball are due Friday, Sept. 5. •
Sign up in Weaver 304 or call .
3340 for information.

Women's try outs

Baseball signs two

K

Bob Leger

desk at the lanes for entry
blanks.
If you are interested in Joining
the bowling club, which does
participate in intercollegiate
competition, the first meeting
will be the first Tuesday in
September. Again, check the
lanes for the time and location
of the first meeting of the
semester.

There's no doubt about—changes are on the way.
EKU has offered 12 athletic grants-in-aid to
women, doubled thewomen's coaching staff, and
quadrupled the funds allocated for women's
athletics.
So the Eastern Progress stood by its name and
offered the position of Sports Editor to a poor, lowly
tbut dedicated) staff writer who was also a girl. A
woman Sports Editor? Reactions may range from
Bah. humbug!" to 'Right on!" Or some may
throw down this paper in disgust and say "What's J
EKU coming To?"
The answer to that question may be long in
coming so let's move on. The fact is—Eastern
students will be reading sports stories produced
from the typewriter of a woman, unless some
impeachment process for sports writers is i
developed.
For two years sports events have been covered
by my predecessor—the guy with the funny hat and ,
tennis shoes. Well, look at it this way, at least you ,
won't have to look at that hat anymore! And think
how interesting locker room interviews could '
become!
Many may think that women's lib has struck the .'
sports pages, but that just isn't the case. Women's
sports will receive morecoverage than in the past ;
but so will other things, intramurals and -■-'
overlooked athletes for example. The five day old
play-by-play report of Saturday's football game
has become a thing of the past.
Women sports reporters have been subject to
much criticism. Art Buchwald referred to a
woman commentator by saying, "... she has no
more business on T.V. football games that Howard
Cosell has on the Waltons."
It's not like I've never seen a football game
before. I've been watching everything from
basketball to wrestling since I was old enough to sit
in front of the television. The sports page was'
always the first thing I read in the newspaper.
Of course, criticism is always welcome, from
athletes, coaches, and anybody else out there, and
I'm sure it won't be long in coming. You know that
old saying, "The best way to learn is by doing," and
I'm sure I'll learn a few things the hard way this
year.
But, at least, there've been some changes made!

Southwest Virginia and most
valuable player of the Lonsesome Pine District.
The second signee is Mike
Sheehan, a righthanded pitcher
from Somerset High School.
He compiled a 7-0 record in
his junior season and 8-0 record
last year, before injuring his
knee in the regional finals which
made him unable to pitch in the
State Tournament.
"Mike has some fine
credentials as a pitcher and
comes from a good high school
background," Hissom said.
"We believe he will be an asset
to our pitching staff and
baseball program overall."

Tryouts and organisational
meetings are being held this
week for three sports
The varsity field hockey team ,
will hold tryouts Thursday,
Sept. 4th at 5 p.m. Any full-time
undergraduates
interested
should report to Weaver 204.
Women's tennis tryouts will
be held today at 5 p.m. Those
interested should report to
Weaver 201 dressed for play.
Any full-time undergraduate
with tennis experience is
welcome.
Anyone interested in trying
out for the women's volleyball
team
should . attend an
organizational meeting today at
5 p.m. in Weaver 204. All fulltime undergraduates are urged
to come.

The

Fall predictions

4

4

Football Excitement 75: How sweet it is!
BV RON VOLMERING

.~w

■I

Sun WiHer
The future—how iweel It is!
The 1*75 Colonels could be the
best team the OVC has seen.
Including Western Kentucky's
Wi Division Two National
Champs since the late 60s when
the Colonels plaved in the
Grantland Rice Bowl.
Every magazine this side of
the Great Wall of China has the
"Big
E"
overwhelming
favorites to repeat as Ohio
Valley Conference champs. For
head coach Roy Kidd, it's a big
order to fill. But even I'm optimistic this year and that is
saying a lot.
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Why does
a college student
need life insurance?

Page
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One good riMson—it drmon>lr,ite« nn.ini i.il
responsibilit\. A itrou inj; number oi i'mplo\er*..
are looking-tor thi> i II.II.K IITI-IIC ID prcMfXflnt'
eniploxees
There .ire Hum olher Important ri\i«on»
The\ re .ill tO\ered in ,i *pei i.il liooklii \\ In
College Stmlenl> jre Bin my. Lite IIIMII.IIU e I m
a tree tfopi al no Obligation. HfitV or > .ill
Lynn R Johnson
447 Big Hill Av«.
Richmond. Ky
Richmond 623-5527 .Lexington 254-1103

Southwestern Life B
Happiness Is what we sell

This Is not going to be a
typical sports article. Usually a
columnist avoids personal
opinion. However, this week I
am
going
to
put
my
"distinguished reputation" on
the line, in you believe that,
you are certainly my type of
reader.) So here goes, these are
only my predictions for the
1975 edition of the Colonels
To begin, Eastern will not go
undefeated.
Somewhere,
probably In the last two games
between Ashland College and
Morehead. EKU will lose.
Sorry gang, but at least I am
candid. Thus the Colonels will
Probable starting quarterback Ernie House, a sophomore from
better on last year's 1-2 mark
London hands off to sophomore fullback Steve Streight, ("inbut not go unblemished
finishing lo-l and a trip to the game will prevail in an Eastern coach Kidd couldn't bring them
28-14 victory.
down from Cloud Nine.
national tourney.
However, Murray quickly will.
Here is a game per game
It will be Pearl Harbor all over
breakdown of the Excitement
What
a
difference
a
Hanger
again. The Racers will break
75 season:
Field crowd makes!
The out of the starting gate earlyGovernors will have several taking Eastern by surprise.
things against them in this Before the half is over though,
Never before have the Colonels
played the Titans.
The game: 1. The largest crowd the Colonels will be "yardcoaching staff knows Oshkosh thus far—probably 15,000 will hopping" at their own pace.
fill Hanger Field—all Colonel The Racers lead will be slowly
returns lettermen at every
fans! 2 The Colonels will be surrendered and before the
position, but so do we. The
playing in front of mom and dad game is over, MSU will have the
Titans were only 3-7 last year
and that is reason alone to give as it is Parent's Day—everyone white flag out, and the Colonels
will put out 200 per cent. 3. It maroon flag will be flying high
the Colonels the edge by at least
over victim number eight. The
21 points The final could be XI- will rain—and everyone knows
people from A. P. S. U. can't final score-somewhere around
a
play football and carry umbrellas at the same time. 4.
Dayton
And MOST important, Eastern
The Colonels and Flyers opened is 21 points better than Austin
up last season as a 4th quarter Peay. The final score -EKU 35
touchdown provided a 23-17 A. P. 7

'■®m
■

■

■

4;W

Austin Peay

Wisconsin-Oshkosh

Flyer win. This season should
give birth to another close
game, but with Eastern aa
victors.
The Colonels will
manage to hold on to post a 17-10
win after leading 14-0 at the
half.

Chattanooga
Any team representing the
University of Tennessee is
tough, the Colonels coaches will
verify the point. The "Big E"
always has had trouble with
Chattanooga and UT Martin.
and this season should be no
different. The Colonels will be
playing on the road for the first
time and squeak out a eomefrom-behind 21-14 win.
The
offense will finally start
pumping out the yardage, Just
in time for the OVC wars.

East Tennessee
The Buci are hiding behind a
cape this year.
They have
potential to spoil somebody this
year—especially a Kentucky
school Aa of late, the teams
from Tennessee have been
taking a beating at the hands of
•II the Kentucky schools lithe
Bucs play a good game, Kidd
may be pulling his hair out for a
piay to break open the game;
but the grinding Colonel ground

cinnati. Ohio, during fall drills. House is the leading candidate to
replace the graduated Jeff McCarthy at quarterback.
ahead- specifically to Morehead
31-17.
State. I hope I'm wrong, but
Tennessee TecA-i-'"~Asliland will break the string at
nine, as they post a 17-14 victory
Once again home, the Colonels
find the going a lot easier. The in Ohio.
Golden Eagles are easy game
for the Colonels on ROTC Day.
The Eagles death is short and
sweet, Eastern winning 31-14.

Ashland
Tiny little Ashland- could they
be giant killers? The Colonels
had so much trouble with them
at home last year that I pick
Ashland in an upset.
The
Colonels could be looking too far

Morehead

Freshmen take note! Morehead
is a dirty word here at Eastern.
Two years ago, over a thousand
fans travelled 75 miles to the
little town of Morehead and
Eastern won in grand fashion.
MSU is bitter, having lost the
last two games in the series.
This should make for a very
(Continued on Page 14)

Middle Tennessee
A good rivalry has developed
between these two teams as of
late. The Blue Raiders take
advantage of mistakes at every
opportunity. The Colonels could
be "too high" from a big home
win the week before, and
therefore are poor ballhandlers
early in the game. The Colonels
will tighten their belts at the
half and gain lots of yards en
route to a struggling 14-10 win.

V- '

don't be a
Lone Stranger
Visit us at
First & Water

Western
Can you believe It—Eastern and
Western together again! It has
been a long time since EKU
could claim a win over the
Hilltoppers but this goal will
finally be realized The long
and bitter rivalry will undoubtedly draw a sellout crowd
of 20,000. Eastern blew last
year's game by committing
numerous errors and believe
me—a lot was said about that
game! I imagine a lot still will
be said this week during
practice. The Colonels will play
their best ball of the season in
beating WKU....17-7.

(Below the Family Dog)

623-0717

Murray
Again this week the Colonels
will have the big head. Even

N
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AND LASSIES

WE CARRY
Male
Land lubber
Cheap Jeans
Tkat's fee* aiaay limes we've announced the time and
Temperature slace Inaugurating our papular telephone
service Jest a few months age.
So neat time yea » • ntio know kow hot. how coM. how early
or late it is DIAL 423-11021.
And far the greatest Baaklag services you'll ever experience...Dl AL 423-:sK4 He'd like to have i .312.sea calls an
last line Tee.

UFO
13th Hour
Gallery
Gentleman John
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India Imports
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Twelve women offered athletic grants
for basketball, track, and gymnastics

Turquoise* Plants* Pottery* Antique

BY MARLA RIDENOCR
Sportl Editor

• Reasonable Prices
■ Varied Selection

Located in Shopper's Village next door
to the Spanish Hut
Store Hours 9J Mon-Sat,

1:30-6 on Sun.

623-2478
Register for a *90** authentic turquoise

bracelet

to bo given away Sopt. 6 - No purchase necessary

BURGER

THE HAVE IT YOUR WAY PLACE

STEREO

This year EKU will offer
grants-in-aid to 12 women, a
move thai will bring greater
equality to the men's and
women's athletic programs.
The girls receiving aid will
participate in three major intercollegiate sports, basketball,
track, and gymnastics. Four
varsity sports, swimming,
nflery, golf, and tennis, will
now have coeducational teams
which will eliminate the prior
separation.
Both acts are
results of decisions made by the
Board of Regents last spring
Dr. Martha Mullins, Coordinator of Women's Athletics,
stated the reason for these
actions is that "the University
feels that the talent and fature
of our athletes is just as important as subsidizing their
education; and that they should
not have to work to finance it;

By MARLA RIDENOUR
Sports Editor
Six women's athletic teams
will have assistant coaches this
fall as part of the expansion of
Eastern's women's varsity
program.
The positions will be filled by
graduate assistants who have
had previous experience in
women's programs while they
study to obtain their graduate
degrees. In addition, one will
serve as official trainer for all
women's sports.
According to Dr. Martha
Mullins, coordinator for
women's athletics, these
positions were created in a
move by President Martin to
balance the opportunity for
coaching between men and
women. She said, "We hope to
provide our athletes with equal
educational opportunities, as •
well as equal coaching help."
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"The women's P.E. dept has
also had its operating budget
quadrupled, which will allow
moremoney for travel, uniforms,
and equipment," Mullini said.
"Our program spends over
1800,000 per year, not counting
things in common with the men's
dept."
"The women's athletic
nroeram is different at.
Eastern," Mullins said, "for'
two reasons. The first Is that
the President has left the
direction of the program
directly with the dept., thus all
policy changes begin with our
dept. personnel. Second, we
pay more attention to the

student voice at Eastern,"
Mullins continued.
"This la seen in the teams
themselves. The athlete has
some personal decision in what
they want to accomplish, but of
course the coach has the last
word," Mullins said. "We pay
careful attention to their input,
to promote Independence that is
important when we train
coaches."
"We also have a student
member on the the WISP
Committee, which Is responsible for safeguarding our
philosophy and generating
policy," she continued.
"Our greatest strength lies in
the continuity of our coaching
staff," Mullins said. "They are
all full-time faculty people that
keep up on things and take their
responsibility seriously."
Last year EKU'a six intercollegiate teams completed
very successful seasons. The
tennis team, coached by
Mullins, compiled a 4-4-1 record

Coaching staff doubled
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but devote their time to
developing their talent." The
University posture Is to move
toward affirmative action for
women."
The grants may cover tuition
and fees, dormitory rent, books,
meals or a combination of
these.

SERVICE

"Women are Just aa serious
as men about their sport,"
Mullins said. "Their responsibilities are the same—a lot of
hard work and practice—and
two coaches will give them
better opportunities to improve."
Besides conducting practices
when the coach is not available,
the assistants will have many
other duties. "They will break
down squads to deal with them
more effectively,
attend
games, compile records, and
will help in scouting some
sporta such aa basketball,"
Mullins continued.
"For example, Dr. Polvino's
assistant is currently running
volleyball practice while the
coach attends a workshop In
California," she said.
Nancy Burke, a graduate of
Madison College in Harrisonburg, Va., will serve as tennis
coach and athletic trainer. She
is one of 18 certified women
trainers in the U S, and will
now study to obtain her
collegiate certification at
Although her family had a
strong medical background,
Burke became interested in
athletic training while a
sophomore in college. "A close'
friend of mine suffered a
serious injury, and no one was
there to help her," Burke said.
"I found out about EKU's
training program while at a
National Basketball tournament. The field is really wide
open for women," she continued.
Burke played field hockey

THE

while in college and has
coached tennis at the high
school level.
Lynda Umfreaa, a graduate of
Mississippi University for
Women, will serve as assistant
basketball coach. She came to
Eastern to take advantage of
our new sports administration
program, and applied for an
assistantahip after being accepted. Umfreaa played varsity
basketball and volleyball while
in college.

and finished second in the state
in tournament play.
Dr. Peggy Stanaland's field
hockey team went undefeated in
the regular season and also
finished second in the state.
The volleyball team, led by Dr.
Geri Polvtno, placed second in
the state meet but won the
AIAW Region II tournament
held here.
The basketball team collected
its fourth straight state crown,
under the direction of Terry
Hall. Dr. Dorothy HarUns
track squad place fifth in the
state, while Dr. Agnes
Chrietzberg's gymnastics team
finished fourth in the meet it
hosted.
Here are spot sketches of the
12 athletes:

Basketball
EvyAbell. Named Best High
School Athlete for '74-'75 by the
Louisville Chamber of Commerce, this 5-7 freshman guard
averaged 10 points, 8.8
rebounds, and five assists per
game for her Louisville Seneca
team. She was one of the top
five players in the region.
Mary Lynn Praetor. This 5-7
freshman guard from Louisville
Assumption was a H74 City Allstar, on the All-LIT team 7375. and was bated by her coach
aa one of the top five players in
the region. She averaged eight
points and five assists per
game.
Peggy Gay. Peggy played
her high school basketball for
Buckhorn High School. Also
among the top five in her
region, this 5-9 freshman guard
averaged 34.6 points per game
and It rebounds.
Marcla Mueller This EKU
Junior forward baa played for
two yean on our team and
graduated from Louisville
Presentation She also waa a
member of the volleyball team.
Berale Kok.
This senior
center is beginning her fourth
year of play for Eastern A
mainstay of the team, she has
had a lot of experience. Also on
the volleyball team, Bemie waa
named Outstanding Woman
Athlete of the Year by the
Louisville Chamber of Commerce. She played high school
basketball for Pleasure Ridge
Park.

Gail Phillips, gymnastics
aaaistant, attended East
Carolina
University
in
Greenville, N. C. Her college
gymnastics coach, who obtained a degree from EKU, told
her about our sports administration program which
she later decided to enroll in.
Marion Kramer, field hockey
assistant, graduated from
Douglas College. A tennis and
hockey player, she met
Eastern's Dr. HarMna of the P.
E. dept. at a convention. "My
college Job placement office
Gymnastics
informed me of the position
here, and I hope to obtain some
Janet Hear. A frewimao from
great coaching experience,"
Chagrin Falls, Ohio, Janet
she said.
Jodi Lambert, a Marshall
University grad, will assist In
volleyball. A college volleyball
and basketball participant, she
attended Eastern last year and
helped Dr. Geri Polvlno,
women's volleyball coach.
Barbara Worrall, from
Florida State, will assist cross
country and track and field.
She coached cross country this
summer in conjunction with
Jeff Gslloway, an Olympic
competitor.

competed for four years in high
school. According to her coach,
she is an all-around gymnast
and very light in tumbling with
a full range of difficulty.
Kelly Brogden.
This all
around gymnast's strong event
was floor exercise In her
competition with Turners in
Louisville and Kelly High
School in JeffersonviUe, Ind. A
sophomore, she was on
Eastern's team last year.
Taryn Wells. Taryn attended
Madison High School in Middletown, Ohio end was a
member of last year's team.
She placed in floor exercise in
the state meet.

Track
Elsie Davenport A freshman
who will run the 230 and 440,
Elsie was signed as a hurdler
which the team desperately
needs.
She attended SudyDaisy
High
School
in
Daisy .Tennessee.
Vickl Renner. A good freshman distance runner, whe will
compete in the half-mile, mile
and two-mile as well as run
crass country. A member of the
Kettering Striders in Dayton,
she attended Northwest High
School In Cincinnati She ran
the two mile relay In the AAU
track meet this summer in New
York.
Katie Krawlec A Junior who
attended Louisville Eastern,
she runs the 440- and 880-yard
relays.
Sheree Davis. A sophomore
sprinter from Louisville
Eastern, she will compete In the
MO and 220-yard dashes as well
as some relays.
Andrea Vaden. A sophomore
who competes in field events,
shotput, discus, and Javelin, she
attended Bardstown High
School.
Jenny Lit
A sophomore
from Florence, Jenny runs the
440 and 880 and plans to run
cross country. She set a school
record of 2:22.8 in the 880-yard
run in qualifying last spring for
the National meet, the only
Eastern student ever to advance that far.
This prestigious group, along
with the other dedicated glrtf*
who play on Eastern's women's
teams hope to improve last
years records and according to '
Mullins, will help to maintain
EKU's tradition of quality in its
women's athletic program.
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Jenny Utx, sophomore from Florence, competes In the Becky
Boone Relays last spring. Utr is one erf the 12 women who waa
awarded an athletic grant in-ald this fall. She set a school record
of 2:22 e in the 880 yard run In the state meet, and qualified for the
National AIAW track meet held May 18-17 In Corvallis, Oregon
Uttwas the only Eastern student ever to advance that far. '

2. RIO ROAST AT ALUMNUS
FARM, SAT. SEPT. 6, AFTER EKU
FOOTBALL GAMES

Season has bright future

3. "GET TOGETHER" AT KEENE
JOHNSON BALLROOM. WID.
SIRT. 10. 7:30-9i00
4. CASINO PARTY. SAT. SEPT.
13. AFTER EKU BALLOAME

(Ceataeaed h-eea Page IS)

Interesting game
Morebead
waa no patsy last year, nearly
spoiling Eaatern'a bid for
conference championship—they
should be tough again.
Remember, tradition has it that
whoever wins this one gets an
extra day off for Thanksgiving.
With all considered, Eastern
will win 11-17 In a real dogfight
The Colonels thus finish at 7-0 in
the conference and KM on the
year. How sweet It is!
Well tana, how doss that

sound? Can they do It? Only
time will tall.
I do have a few other
predictions. They are: 1.
Talbert again gains well over
1,000 yards rushing, putting him
in position to break Jimmy
Brooks all-time rushing record.
2. Eastern will finish among the
nation's Top Ten in Division
Two rankings S. Coach Kidd
will be rehlred and a .building
named for him. 4. And finally,
probably none of my predictions
will come true'

Ceaea Kidd has announced
that Satarday has been
designated Camera-Autogrsph
Day. A football scrimmage Is
planned for 1*:M a.aa. aa
Haager Field. All Cofooel fans
was wish Is bring a casaera or
autograph book will permitted
ea the field, beginning at l:M
far picture and autograph
with the players and

coaching stair

MK

LAFAYETTE
University Shopping Center

RICHMOND SALES SERVICE RENTALS 623-9416

Coach Jack Hlssem •■seances that epea Iryoate far
the EKU Baseball teem win be
held Tuesday. September 2 at 2
a-m. ea Turkey Hughes field.
Those Interested sheaM brag
their ewa equipment. His tern
said. --Everyone Is welcome to
try eat"
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Movin' in
Helping, relaxing briefly,
cleaning up, and corresponding
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Photo by Karl Black well
\
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Photo by Paul Lambert

is the beginning
of a new year
Helping and hauling was the name of the
game for fall semester move-in Sunday, as
Military Police and others lent a couple of
hands to parents as well as students.
(Above left.)

0 a HI SME
Welcomes All New and Returning

Freshmen Patty Campbell and Carolyn
Joseph, both from Hazard, take a abort
lunch break after the hectic move in.
(Above canter.)

Come in and Browse
Complete Line of Men s
and Women's Shoes

Time for straightening up for Judy Fields
of Louisville. Washing dishes is among the
few chores (Above right.)
After moving in, these girls enjoy relaxing
and writing letters to friends. Becky
Franklin, reflected in the mirror, and
Becky Hoag, sitting on the bed, are freshmen from Ashland. (Left.)
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Part of campus novelty

Amid panic, confusion ;
Freshman reactions vary
BY NANCY HUNGARLAND
Staff Writer
"Would you believe that I've only been
here M hours and I've already written six
letters home?"
The girl laughed and ran on towards
the mailbox, leaving the resident
assistants and others working at the front
desk to look at each other and smile.
"Yes, she's a freshman, all right," they
say, nodding wisely.
But, they had to admit, she was no
more obviously new to the campus than
any other approximately 600 new girls
who crowded their way into rooms in
Case Hall Sunday.
Amid parents, purple stuffed dogs and
popcorn poppers, they struggled with
room keys, linens and figuring out which
side of the building their room was on.
For many, however, the biggest
trauma of all came when they discovered
that they had to face not only one new
roommate, but two.
Because of a
housing shortage on campus, threefourths of the rooms in Case have three
occupants.
Reactions to the situation ranged from
anger: "I thought those fees paid for a
semi-private room," as one mother
raged, to resignation: "Well, at least
she'll start off with two friends."
But even those who accepted it silently
found moving boxes and boxes of clothes
and necessary "Junk" into a small room
already filled with two other people's
boxes pretty frustrating business.

Parents wondered where their
daughter would study, while the girls
worried a good deal more about closet
space and where the stereo would fit.
The girls moving into Case were excited and a little anxious to be on their
own for the first time. The lobby was
packed with them and their parents at 10
a.m., an exceptionally early hour for
such a rush, Ms. Kathy Rogers, Case
dorm director agreed.
It was more than just a rush, though, as
the lines for checking in grew longer and
longer By the end of the day, instead of
the estimated 400 arrivals expected for
Sunday, there were almost 600 girls in the
dorm.
Of course, there were a few mix-ups In
assigning rooms. Two girls with almost
identical names discovered after moving
all their stuff in that they were in the
wrong rooms. Another girl almost
ended up with two rooms, while another
had a key to one room and card saying
she was supposed to be somewhere else.
Caught in the middle of all this panic
and confusion, yet feeling very left
out were the parents. They lugged in'
trunks, asiea directions to every
building on campus, patiently nek) bags
filled with pretzels and soft drinks, and
generally made their daughters wish that
they had gone home long ago
But once Mom and Dad were
gone..well, there were a lot of girls who
looked like they might be writing quite a
few letters themselves pretty soon.

Buses to transport
CeaUaaed from Page 1)
used to study drugs and poisons, and
their biochemical activity
An instrument room contains equipment used in analyzing evidence. A new
gas chromatograph-maas spectrometer
will be used as an aid in course instruction, along with ultra violet and
infrared spectrophotomenters.
Microscopes have been ordered. A
microscope room has space for the use of
microscope equipment and features a
stereomicroacope, used in comparing
samples of fibers and hair.
Most of the chemistry relating to
liquids, separation techniques, solubility
tests, and precipitation will be done in the
toxicology room.
Criminalistics courses will be taught in
a special classroom containing desks

fitted with electrical outlets.
Here,
students will learn to process fingerprints, plaster castings, and simple blood
and drug tests.
Dr. Robert Fraas mentioned that
students will learn about equipment by
assembling as well as using it. Since
much of the equipment on order has not
arrived yet, students may help by setting
up laboratory facilities. "We will have a
lot more demonstrations than we used
to," Fraas summed up the new program.
Faculty members of the law enforcement college visited crime labs
throughout the United States in order to
determine what kind of equipment the
college needed to purchase.
Posey said, "We've got enough room
now to satisfy our requirements, plus we
ha vetherighttypeof classroom."

First woman

Angie Taylor is the first elected woman regent to serve on
the Board here. She Is a senior psychology and school and
public health major and is past president of Keith Hall and

the Women's Interdormitory Board. Ms. Taylor was
elected to her present position during the spring Student
Regent race.

CeaUaoea from Page I)
a
dorm, she served on the student Affairs
Committee where decisions were made
.regarding student life on and off campus,
Taylor placed a particular emphasis
during this time on the open house policy.
She worked to decrease the number of
House Council members working all
supervisors and succeeded.
The altered policy for open houses
allows for more Resident Assistant
participation and less obligation on til}
part of House Council members.
As Student Regent, it la Taylor?
responsibility to take Student Senate
proposals before the Board for corilideration.
However, she feels it Is Important to
reach students on an individual basis, as
well as through organizations. She hopes
to make more students aware of the
purpose of the Students Association and
plans to stress the availability of studesit
government services to every studnet.
Although student government encompasses the offices of regent and
Student Association president, they wast
as Independent units, according to
Taylor.
"If President (Jim) Murphy and I am
interested in the same issue, we wijl
undoubtedly work together. However, If
we feel that emphasis should be placed
on diverse matters, we will work independently "

Students live with space inadequacies
I Continued from Psge 1)
facilities, some Martin Hall women are
flnding it difficult to adjust to the communal showers and certain restroom
facilities that only males can use.
Freda Brown, a resident assistant in
Martin, said the facilities "are really
going to be crowded when classes start"
and everyone wants to sue them at the
same time.
Ms. Brown also said the fire alarms do
not work in Martin and "with 600 girls in
this dorm it could be a little dangerous."
Eastern's Housing department was the
brunt of much of the criticism by
students.
Sandy Steinhelfer said, "I don't think
they should have let all these students in
if they can't room them."
One student said, "I think it's really
stupid. Closing that one dorm (Keith)
and making it into an office building
made other dorms suffer like this."
Many of the students said they are
accepting the tripling because "there is
nothing we can do about it."
Wayne.Martin in Mattox said, "I can't
see rooming like this all semester."

Martin's roommate, John Case, said,
"Unless you're prepared for it, there's no
way you can live comfortably."
Nearly all the students said they do not
mind living in the dorms because they

said it is "cheaper" than off campus
property.
Students who indicated they would like
to live off campus said they could not do
so because Use rent is higher or because

Roommates triple up
JCeaUauea from Pare 1)
campus living is that it is "too expensive
for a student."
The Thrifty Dutchman Motor Inn is
renting out 10 rooms at S12S per month to
students on an "experimental basis,"
according to one source.
"Many students are paying the regular
rent just to avoid having to live three-toa room," the source said.
A source in Richmond's Building
Inspector's Office said, "If anything
the construction of new apartments and
housing units in Richmond is on the
rise."
However, Linda SweJt, Community
Development Director in Richmond,
said, "There is very little rental property
available here—either in apartments or

houses."
Ms. Sweet said her office "would encourage the development of apartment
complexes.'
Hutchinson said students realize that
compared to what they could pay for in
an apartment or trailer, they can get for
less on campus.
An out of state student In Martin Hall
said that campus rent comes to "about
f 100 per month and for three people in a
room, (so) what gripes me Is that I could
find a single apartment downtown for
less."
Ms. Sweet said it la impossible to even
guess at where the majority of students
living off campus reside. She said the
majority of off campus students probably
aide in apartment buildings.

"all the fair places are already taken."
Gary Schatx, a Dupree triple-roosn
student, said, "Many of the renters
downtown will not rent to students, and
that's discrimination."
Randy Rstliff, Schatx' roommate.
agreed with him and said, "If you try
downtown, the renter will aay "we rent to
couples only' or 'we rent to girls only.'
Prices on downtown rental property
scared many students away from trying
to live off campus One students said,
"The prices the renters charge (or
students is outrageous."
"Rents are pretty high downtown and
the places are shabby anyway," Joan
Smith said.
Students who have tried to get rental
property described their effort as "plain
hell" or a matter of "getting lucky."
Sherry McCaulley described her being
able to get a trailer to rent as being
"lucky enough to find a great landlord
who loves students."
Don Gala, who is still looking foe, a
place to stay, said, "I really don't knew
what I'm going to do about it."
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